Every-Other-Day v

|ets In Augusta
Club Federation To
Id Midwinter Con
ference Feb. 17
Ifth annual mid-Winter
I cf the Garden Club
In of Maine will be held
Ita

Tuesday, February 17

|ate House. Mrs. E. Steweton of West Rockport,
In president, announces
meetings will start at

I. with a luncheon recess
folcwed by the afternoon
| at 2 o’clock.
(Marjorie M. Bastow of
first vice president of
fration: is general chair-

|the conference. The probeing arranged to assist
Jratitn clubs and individibers in planning their
1 the Victory program for

Defense.
Jarion D Sweetman. proHome Economics at the
|y cf Maine, who is chairthe Maine State Nutrition
ee. will be a prominent
| during the program.
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A Lobsterman Lost
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M Second Clans Mall Matter
Courier-Gazette, 465 Main St.

A Famous Speaker

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

cents.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882. Tlie Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

NAUM & ADAMS

ing of Filipino pastors and evan
gelists which has had a largo part
in the evangelization of the is
lands. When Dr. Jones returned1 to
America, he became pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Gaines
ville, Ga., where he is now carry
ing on a highly successful minis
try. He Is known throughout the
country as a fine conference
speaker and Bible teacher. Per
two successive Summers he sup
plied for the Metropolitan Taber-’
nacle in London, Charles Haddon
Spurgeon's famous pulpit. Rock
land and Knox Ccunty are highly
privileged in having him as a
speaker. All sessions are open to
the public.

ivr (listmcuislird letter
fr, visiting cards, and
briefs,” at little coe>t.

Make Your Plans Now To Attend
THE RED CROSS BENEFIT

•‘Say It Smartly”

TEL. 770

Courier-Gazette
lob Printing Dept.
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DANCE
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Friday Night, February 6
DOUG VINAL’S SIX-PIECE ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION 36 CENTS, WAR TAX 4 CENTS, TOTAL'40 CENTS
ALL PROC EEDS TO RED CROSS WAR FUND
This Advertisement Sponsored by McDonald’s Drug Store,
Dunn
Elliot Coal Co., Donaldson's Paper Store,
Thomaston National Bank
15*16
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It is a far cry to Fourth of July, but not too early for us
to express what we believe to be the opinion of most con
servative citizens that there should be a complete absence of
fireworks and racket this year—unless the Allies win some
victory July 3 really worth celebrating. If the young men
want to shoot off guns let them join some branch of the
service where guns can be used to shorten the lives of the
Japs, Germans or Italians, and if they hanker for spending
money on skyrockets and crackers let them remember that
Uncle Sam needs every cent they can spare and that income
tax next year Ls going to be unbelievably high. It’s no year
for making a useless noise, or spending money uselessly. We
hope to see the Municipal Officers take prompt action, and
we urge every citizen who believes as we do to lift hLs voice
in behalf of the ban. Let's be patriotic—and sensible.

LETTING DOWN THE BARS
Uncle Sam isn’t going to be so finicky when it comes to
the selection of men for the vast army which he is finding it
necessary to raise for the perpetuation of democracy and the
enjoyment of normal privileges. All available warpower is
going to be necessary for the prosecution of the war effort.
Brigadier General Lewis B. Hershey, selective service director,
intimates very plainly that they are going to let down the
bars as far as army entrance standards are concerned. He
concedes that we haven’t enough manpower for everything
and that war industrial production and agricultural produc
tion must be maintained.
“A survey of the manpower." he said, “reveals that there
are not enough young men, 100 percent perfect men to fill the
total manpower requirements of all users of manpower, if we
contemplate the possibility of having an armed force of
7,000,000 or 8,000,000 men," and materials to equip it. “In the
near future,” Hershey told the committee, “the army will be
inducting through selective service men from all groups be
tween 20 and 24. There is no question but that some of the
older men will be assigned to jobs requiring less physical strain
than those to which the younger men will be assigned.”

THE DESERT AND THE PENDULUM
(Boston Globe)

ThLs Libyan chapter is rather a story of balanced forces
than one of victory and defeat. Neither side is scatheless.
The further the BrUish push toward Tripoli l5i the west—the
great land base of the German-Italian campaign—the longer
and more arduous their supply lines become and the more
limited is their ability to co-ordinate land operations with sea
power following along the coast. Approaching Tripoli, they
approach enemy supply base, but his lines to it shorten. Also
they approach closer to his air centers In Sicily. Hence the
further Rommel is knocked back over the desert, the stronger
becomes his position with respect to supply, air air, reinforce
ment. Conversely, no sooner does his army begin to strike
back over the road of retreat, pushing the British before it,
than his own position begins to undergo a change. The nearer
he is to Egypt, the longer and more difficult his land lines,
and the more hopeless his air force as an instrument against
the British fleet. While the two armies exist, and no other
major campaign operates in the Mediterranean area, this
paradox of frustration in triumph may well continue. The
question is: will Hitler let it go on without intervention, via
Turkey, for instance? Or Gibraltar?
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Reporting the sharp repulse of an attack on his left flank,
Gen. Douglas MacArthur informed the War Department yes
terday that hLs men were busy "mopping up" isolated enemy
troop units which had filtered through his lines.
The supreme Allied command, charging the defenders of
Singapore to hold on at all costs, assured this besieged island
yesterday that “great reinforcements” of British and American
forces were being sent to the southwestern Pacific, and strong
new hope swept through the imperial line.

TONIGHT
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Community Building, Rockland
SHOW DANCE OF THE YEAR!
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Take your last look at these buildings for they will soon vanish from the
picture, to make way for the home ol’ the new Naval Section Base

For months past the citizens of Rockland have been led
to believe that a naval section base was to be established
at this port, and the report to that effect took on a very
definite turn with the announcement from Washington that
a contract had been made with Harry L. Levensaler, a local
building contractor, for the remodeling of the buildings on
Tillson wharf.

That announcement was followed by weeks of complete
silence, with no outward indication that the Navy Depart
ment was taking any further action.
Last night Government officials were in the city, con
ferring among others with Mayor Edward R. Veazie, who
had been keeping in as close touch as possible with the de
velopment of the situation.
It is learned that the Navy Department has discarded its
intention of remodeling the old steamboat structure, and
instead will raze all of the buildings on the wharf—the one
which was built for occupancy by the Boston & Bangor
Steamship Co., the one now occupied by the Vinalhaven &
Rockland Steamboat Co., and the coal shed on the southern
end of the wharf.
In their place will rise a modern building suitable for
naval occupancy.
Repairs to the wharf will also pre
sumably be made.
Details cannot be announced at this time, except that
instead of spending' $40,000 or so in remodeling the old
buildings the Navy Department intends to expend close to
half a mililon dollars in razing them to make way for the

proposed structure.
It is believed new contracts have been made with Wyman
& Simpson of Augusta, and Stewart & Wiliams of Augusta,
who will begin work this month.
The Tillson Wharf property, it will be understood from
this, has been acquired by the Government from Col. Harry
F. Ross, who bought it when the Eastern Steamship Lines,
Inc., discontinued their steamboat service.
The Naval Section Base at this port will be for the con
venience of smaller inshore patrol boats 15 to 20 in number,
and will have a shore personnel of about 100 men.
The plant wiU be ready for occupancy the latter part of
the Summer, it was stated this morning.

THE “W. S. WHITE” IS DRAFTED

Here is “W. S. White” as she looked last Summer in service. Her loss to
Penobscot Bav leaves but a single steamboat, “North Haven, to represent a
once great industry.
Mr. and1 Mrs. (Raymond Small
R. Louis Cates, general agent of It is understood that the White
wood of (Rockland were severely
shaken up yesterday afternoon
the Vinalhaven and Rockland will be converted to an oil burner
and Mr. Smallwood was treated
Steamboat Company announced and that fuel tanks will be in
for a deep cut over the left eve by
stalled along with other changes
this morning that the steamer "W which will make her suitable for
Dr. George H. Coombs of Waldo
S. White” had been bought by the the service for which she is in
boro. The accident resulted when
United States Maritime Commis tended. Work is expected to start
a truck, in which they were riding
was struck by a passenger train
sion and in turn leased to the at once.
on Route 220 in Waldoboro.
Corps of Engineers of the United
Steamer “W. S. White” was
The truck, which was owned and
States Army by the commission.
launched in 1906 at Noank, Ccnn.,
operated by Samuel Pollan of
The transaction took place yes- as “Gasnold" for Buzzards Bay
Brighton. Mass., had attempted to
terday afternoon in the offices of service. Her dimensions were
Fred G. Payne, head of the Fi the steamboat company on Tillson 103x24.3x9.4 of 181 grass tons. Durcross the railroad' tracks ahead of
the afternoon passenger train from nance and Budget Commission, will Wharf with representatives of the ;ng 1917-1919 ‘Gasnold’’ saw servRockland and failed to clear the be the speaker at tomorrow’s Rotary Maritime Commission being pres- j jce W1th the government,
engine, being struck at the rear meeting.
ent to transact the business both ; yn 1921 she was sold to Hudson
with the Vinalhaven & Rockland River interests and her name
Steamboat Company and the rep changed to “Miramar". In 1934 she
resentatives of the Army En was brought to Rockland, re
modelled at Snows and put into
gineers.
Once negotiations had been service on the Vinalhaven-RockROCKLAND HIGH
completed, Fred C. Gatcombe. land run as the property of the
VS.
general manager of Snow Ship- Vinal Haven & Rockland Steam«
LINCOLN ACADEMY
yards. Inc., was in consultation boat Co., her gross tonnage being
(Boys’ and Girls’ Teams)
with the government officials for raised to 221. In 1938 the “White"
FRIDAY MIGHT, FEBRUARY 6
some time and following this con was equipped with a new oak hull.
ference they announced that his The craft carries two boilers and
AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
firm had been awarded the con twin engines, and has been called
DOORS OPEN AT 7.30
tract to remodel the craft accord the best looking bay steamer on
Prices 30c and 40c
ing to government specification*. the Atlantic seaboard.

The Tuesday night meeting of the
Knox Ccunty Camera Club was
given over to a quiz program on
the mechanics of a camera and was
conducted by Richard Bird who
with Bradley Dennet, was program
chairman. Scores were made on the
point system with Robert Hills
having the high score of 89. Follow
ing the quiz. Bradley Dennett
showed Kodachrome slides, loaned
by Mrs. Charles Merritt, which were
taken cn a recent trip to California.

Chief Announcer WGAN

And His Orchestra
STAGE SHOW 8.00 P. M. SHARP
DANOINd FOLLOWING SHOW
Admission 50 Cents, plus tax
Tickets on sale at Chisholm’s and at Community
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wheels by the front of the engine.
Ten crates of hens in the truck
were killed and a case of eggs brok
en. Tne damage to the truck was
slight.

BASKETBALL

SAM HENDERSON

Building Box Office

!

Germans had fallen on the snowy battlefields on the road to
Smolensk, and that the Red army still was rolling ahead in
its mighty Winter offensive despite fierce resistance by fresh
Nazi troops.
Derna and all but 150 miles of the Libyan coast have been
lost by the British in the swift two-weeks’ offensive of Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel’s Axis forces, it was understood in
Cairo yesterday.
"Stand, or die,” was Hitler’s command lo Germans fight
ing in Russia.

Rockland Couple Got a Bad
Scare and Some Injuries
At Waldoboro

lonal messenger,
learance of your

The Black Cat

Navy Department To Raze Tillson Wharf Build
ings For a Section Base

The Russians declared officially yesterday that 2800 more

MUSIC BY

1, bad or indiffer*
it pays to make

TO SPEND HALF A MILLION

CUT OUT THE FIREWORKS

-bowed plainly that exposure and

220 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 09
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[EDITORIAL]

exhaustion had caused him to let
go his hold.
Dr. Russell B. Jones
The tragedy has caused much
grief in the community, as Mr.
Monthly Bible Conferences are
P.eld was a quiet, kind and peace- held in 34 New England cities, in
loving citizen, a loyal friend and cluding Rockland.
The speakers
; nd neighbor. He was a man of for these conferences are among
principle and detested gossip, in the
finest in American pul
his [political views he was a pits of various denominations, and
:ong Republican.
He wras a are brought long distances to ad
member of Seaside Lodge, LQ O.F. I dress audiences here. It affords a
of Boothbay Harbor and Royal fine opportunity for Christians of
Arch Chapter.
all denominations to meet in a
He is survived by hLs wile, Julia common cause.
C Wallace; two sens, John and
The conference speaker this
Donald; his mother. Mrs. lEtta month Is Dr. Russell Bradley
Richards of Monhegan; three I Jones, pastor of the First Baptist
brothers.
Earl
of
Monhegan. I Church of Gainesville. Ga. Ses
Charles and Dexter of Portland; sions will be held in the First Bap
one sister, Mrs. Leila Libby of tist Church of Rockland on Feb.
Portland; two step-children. Bev 10. at 7.30.
erly Michaud of Portland and
Dr. Jones was educated at
Douglas White of Hartford; and
Georgetown College, and at the
iline grandchildren, Richard, JinSouthern
Baptist
Theological
nie and Judy.
Seminary in Louisvile. His first
Mr. Field will be greatly missed
pastorate was in Knoxville; then
.ii Port Clyde.
He always had a
he became pastor of the Carson
kindly word and an unfailing cour- and Newman College Church at
t.-v which these who were close, Jefferson City, Tenn. From there
to him will always remember. In he was called to follow Dr. A. C.
the words of an artist who knew 1
Dixon as pastor of the University
him well: "Mr. Field was nature’s 1 Baptist Church of Baltimore.
gentleman” and a finer epitaph Maryland. His varied experience
could not be written.
saw him in the Philippine Islands
He was born in Georgetown, son as pastor of the First Baptist
ot Capt. Jcsiah Field, and had he Church of Mania, and as president
lived until March1 31, would have of the Manila Evangelistic Insti
bem 54 years cld.
tute, a Bible school for the train

FRUIT BASKETS

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, pavable in advance; single copies three

Capt. John Field, formerly of
Vnnhegan. and fcr th? past 10
years cf Port Clyde, was lost from
hi. lobster boat Saturday off the
Old Scylla I.edges near Burnt
1 and. Capt. Field had not been
will for some time and it is pre> ..ned that his death occurred bj'
heart attack caused by the
shock of the icy water.
The position cf his mittens and
cnc boot which he had taken off
..nd thrown into the boat in an
effort to get back into the boat,

Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Capt. John Field, Much-Liked
Port Clyde Man Drowned
From Boat

Tlie annual installation of Forget
Me Not Chapter O..ELS. of South
Thomaston will be held tonight
with Mrs. Clara Curtis, past matron
of Golden Rod Chapter as install
ing officer. Mrs. Golden Munro will
act as marshal, and Mrs. Bertha
White as chaplain.

ISONAL Stationery

By The

Thursday
Issue

(By The Roving Reporter)

Col. Frank P. Sibley, who has re
cently resumed his duties as Ed.
Pointer in tlie Boston Glove writes:
“I wish Fred Green had put In
more of the yarns that go with the
lighthouses; Egg Rock, though an
insignificant station, would have
provided at least three. Dewey,
when he was an inspector, broke Ills
leg trying to land there. The keep
er at one time had 150 hens; they
were all blown overboard in a gale,
and all the folks in Swampscott had
boiled hens for dinner next day.
“One bad Winter, with a lot of ice.
the keeper’s wife died. He couldn’t
get ashore, nor could people get to
him. He put his wife’s body in the
shed, where lt froze, and kept it a
month!
"I helped Major Armstrong work
out the fog signal problem at Bas
ton Light; the steam trumpet was
adopted only alter guns, (as they
have at Halifax, or had up to the
time I went down there with Marty
Welsh in the Esperanto) bells and
horns had been tried. That’s when
I learned the danger of "zones of
silence.” I helped put the first
keepers on Graves Light, and served
for a while with the submarine sig
nal development.”

Miss Mildred A. Stetson writes:
“As so many other subscribers say,
’We can’t get along without Tlie
Courier-Gazette.’ Every issue is
eagerly awaited, for we always find
something of interest. How we miss
‘Cully.’ There is no one his equal
in giving the news. We are glad you
had a card from him. We also miss
E. B. Rideout. The day starts wrong
for us.’’
A large increase in exports of
garlic from Argentina to Brazil and
the United States is reported.
Heavens! Ls that what ails Argen
tina.
Straight or whole life insurance
policies are the most popular type
among families or lower income, a
survey among 2000 families with
average annual income of $1413
showing nearly 80% of all policies
owned by persons 14 years of age or
older to be of this type. Only onefifth were endowment policies and
a negligible number were term or
temporary insurance.

Did you know that left-handed
persons are more apt to be poor
Ycu see it often enough nowaspellers? It’s said to be a fact, but waysr-the dateline: “An Atlantic
I can think of some port-siders who Port.” Reminds me of the first
would give them a close rub.
World War when I was sending
shipping news to the New York Her
Through the kindness of Capt.. ald. and when upon the news that
Willis Snow I have been privileged U-boats were on the coast, I was
to inspect a most interesting voliune obliged to date my news “Arrived at
known as "The Kedge-Anchor, or an Atlantic port.”
Young Sailors’ Assistant,” written
"T.R.P.” whose contributions to
by William Brady, sailing master
this
column are always received with
U. S. N. and published in 1851X It
much
pleasure, sends me the fol
contains 544 items descriptive of
lowing
statement made by Dr.
sailing vessels, rules of the sea, etc.
and Ls illustrated with 70 engrav Franklin L. Hunt of the Bell Tele
ings. Anybody who can digest the phone laboratories:
If some cne at New York should
contents cf that volume would be
in a position to argue on nautical shout loud enough to be heard in
San FrancLsco and some one there
matters with anybody ashore or should shout back immediately on
afloat. I know now why Capt. Willis hearing the message and loud
Snow is so well posted on affairs enough to be heard at New York, the
New Yorker would have to wait over
nautical.
eight hours for a reply because it
would take that time for sound
Maynard S. Bird, a former Rock waves to traverse the continent
land resident, who is at Delray twice. By substituting electric for
acoustic waves, however, and wires
Beach. Fla., until the first cf April for the air this fantastic supposition
writes this appreciative note: "I becomes reality and the reply to
mLss the good old sheet. After a words spoken in an ordinary tone of
while it kind of makes you home voice comes back so nearly simul
taneously that there is no notice
sick net to have it.”
able delay.

Lost 7000 Chickens
Fire Destroys the Lawrence
Esancy Poultry Farm In
South Warren
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
a three-decker henhouse at the
Lawrence Esancy poultry farm in
South Warren Tuesday night, the
loss being estimated at $10,000 in
cluding 7,000 chickens, seven weeks
old; 18 brooders, part electric, and
part coal, and grain.
The fire gravely threatened for
a time, the C. E. Overlock sawmill. 100 yards to the south of the
henhouse, which was a barn re
modeled.
To avert this danger nearly a
mile of hose was laid by the
Thomaston and Rockland fire de
partments to the Georges River,
a pumper placed on the bridge on
Route One at that point. In ad
dition, this water saved the shed
adjoining the Esancy home.
A few of the chickens escaped
the fire and peeping in the near
zero temperatures, were rescued
by State Patrolmen and spectators.
Mr. and Mrs. Esancy were in
Rockland at the time the fire
broke out, making a short call on
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
Melvin. Before leaving Mr. Esancy
had gone through the poultry
house to see that everything was
all right.
Carl Ross of Marsh road, Rock
land, on his way home from the
Howard Farm at Vaughan's Neck,
noticed the blaze coming through
the roof of the barn or henhouse

at the Esancy farm, and spread
the alarm. Discovered at slightly
after 9 p. m., the bam was fiat in
three-quarters of an hour.
Warren. Thomaston and Rock
lar.d fire departments co-operated
in the fire fighting.

BLACKOUT PRELIMINARY
Conforming with the request
cf the local Civilian Defense
committee Raymond MacFarland
of the Central Maine Power Co.
staff is making a survey of all
the lighting systems in the busi
ness district.
This is being
done
in
order
that
plans may be
;
made and organization complet
ed for blackouts, if and when
necessary. The cooperation of
all concerned is requested.
E. R. Veazie, Mayor
The trawler Mary Mullins out of
New Bedford, put into the harbor
Tuesday afternoon badly iced up
and with a damaged steering gear..
She is laying at Tillson Wharf
waiting repairs before returning to
the fishing banks.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I

had

my life to live

again

1

would have made a rule to read some

poetry and listen to some music a*
least once a week. The lose of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

WORK THOU FOR PLEA8UM

Work thou for pleasure; paint or slog
or carve
The thing thou Iovest,
body starve.

though

the

Who works for money cotns his very

souj.

Work

for work’s sake
well may be

then,

and

tt

unto
—Kenyon Cog

That these things ahall be added
thee.

1

r

J
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And ye shall seek me, and find
me. when ye shall search for me
with all your heart.—Jer. 29: 13.

CAMDEN BOYS WIN COP

THEY'RE STUDYING FIRST AID

But Were Given Good Battle By Orange and
Black—Rockland Girls Win

Book Review

$1.25 per hour. Also, there is an
Frank McKinney, formerly aeurgent demand for trained female countant at the Fireproof Garage,
Manager Charles Jillson of the laboratory aides with pay at $1620 is employed in the main offilce at
Men trained in fire fight- Snow Shipyards Inc.
Employment Sen,Ice has a lone list
serv,ce
,
Ship Thomas Wildey of Rebekah
cf positions open in all sections of
ranging in pay from $1550 for
New England, fcr persens who can junior flre fighter to $2900 for chief, Fleet will meet at the home of
qualify, at excellent salaries. Many These positions are open at Army Lena .Rollins. James street. Friday
afternoon. If stormy, the follow
of them are listed below and infor- air bases in Maine.
ing week.
maticn may be obtained at the lo____________
cal office at air, time.
The annual meeting cf the Civil
Rev. Roy E. Welker will speak
Fcreman, electrical, SCO per week;
.
draftsman. $1.10 per hour; electri- War Memorial Association was of his experiences skiing in the
cal engineer. $3200 per year; Air- held Tuesday night at Grand Alps at the Friday night meeting
craft instructor, $1600 to $3600 per Army hall. Col. t. Leslie Cross of the Ski Gull Club over Cries
year; pattern cutters in clcthing was re-elected president for the store. The business meeting will
trade. $75 per week; card fixers for eighth term. Other officers were: begin at 7.30 and it is important
woolen mill. 74 cents per hour; sheet Vice
president.
Mrs.
Gladys that all members be present.
metal estimatcr. $50 to $75 per week; Murphy: clerk. Mrs. Stella McRae;
Fiji Islands include about ' »■)
machinist apprentice, must be high treasurer, Mrs. Mae Cross; audischool graduate. 51 cents per hour: ter, Henry Chatto; trustees, Her- islands, only 80 of which are
foundr.v laboreis, 73 cents per hour; man Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Eliza- habited.
aut mobile mechanics, $9.44 per day beth Vinal, Mrs. Elizabeth French
Buv Defense Bonds and Stamps
in civil service; coffer dam workers? and Mrs. Doris Ames.

At Good Salaries

The basketeers of Camden High j a strcng squad of subs.
School clinched the crown cf the
• • • •
Song Without Words. The Story Knox-Lincoln League last night -on
The Junior Varsity teams of Camof Felix Mendelssohn. By John their home court when they defeated den and Rcckland played a close
Erskine. Translated by William Rockland’s orange and black outfit one with the Camden boys having.
Spielter.
Published by Julian 34 to 27. Undefeated in league the edge cf a 19-16 score at the final
Messner Inc. New York.
1 games this season. Camden took an whistle.
A beautiful book Is at hand por-. early lead that the Rockland boys
• • • »
traying the generosity of this life were unable to overcome and with
Rcckland and Lincoln Academy
and the songlike harmcny of his Marriner rolling up his total nf m^et at the Community Building
art. These are but portions of the baskets for high scorer the Cam- tom:rrcw night, in both boys’ and
human heritage which we cannot den outfit was unbeatable.
• girls’ games that should be scorchafford to lose and lind here so well
The game was by no means a run-, ers- While the Lincoln gills seem
compiled.
away with the Rockland outfit tak- i10 h®ve the league sew.d vp Rock
Those who know the music cf ing it on the chin, they put up a 'and still has a chance to get into
Felix Mendelssohn realize he must hard fcrap every minute cf the the kinS row through this game
have been a man of sensitive and game, but, Camden was rolling along Doors cpen at 7 30.
highly artistic personality; a dream like a well oiled machine and were
— —— — .
er of rare dreams and genuine in- just seven points better than Rcckspirations. In fact he was a genius I )and
summarv:
WE HAVE
that has not had full recognition
—By Staff Photographer
Rockland High's hockev team has
Camden
(34)
cf his musical prowess, even though
The air raid wardens of Ward 5
In the picture above, Percy BcardYes, we're talking about the Marvel
G.
F. p)s whipped the Alumni team twice in
his music is included in most of the
'.vho
are taking a course in emer- man is receiving artificial respira
J0
the
past
week
in
preparation
fcr
a
“Enriched” bread and Jane Parker
Bartlett.,
Jf
.............
4
masterful concerts of genuine art
q game with Gardiner which they ex- gency first aid under the direction tion from luke Davis as Harold
Donuts, they’re dated daily for freshness.
Wright. If ................. 0
ists down through the years.
Whitehill gives instructions. In the
5
pect
will
be
a
tough
one.
Both
cf instructor Harold Whitehill. This background are other members of
It has taken the highly impres- Spaulding, rf .......... 2
1} games were played in the Comsible and rarely intellectual mind! Marriner. c .......... 7
_ munity Park ring and were intend- ward has progressed rapidly under . t)ie ciass who were receiving instrucof John Erskine to open eyes to the Rainfrette, lg ........ 1
2-| ed to condition the high school team the leadership of Chief Warden ticn in bandaging. Left to right,
SUPERB QUALITY AT SUPERB SAVINGS
full cultural beauty cf this virtuoso McGrath, rg .......... 0
John Luke, and has headquarters set Harold Davis, Alfred Young, Rey_ 1 for their season's activities.
Because AAP handle* only superb quality meat you
and master mind of inspired exalt
Alumni (4) up in the voting rooms of tire Pur- nold Treneer, Osgood Gilbert. Donget a rich abundance of health-giving B vitamins,
Totals ............. 14
34 R. II. S. (9)
ed, and depth of feeling.
proteins and mineral*.
A4P “Super-Right” meats
B. Snow.................................. J. Karl chase street school building and aid Goss, Hugh Hughes .Benjamin
Rockland (27)
This biography will naturally
are tender and flavorful . . at big savings, too.
A. Storer ....................... L. Thomas all wardens assigned to their sec- Dowling and chief warden John
G.
touch closest those whom heretofore
| Luke.
S. Salo ........................... K. Glover tiens of the ward.
"SUPER-RIGHT"-HEAVY STEER BEEF
have known only the piano and F. E. .Allen, If ...... 0
E. Conary ...................... A. Billings
violin concertos with symphonies McCurdy, If .......... 1
G. Staples ........................ R. Fisher
STEAKS or ROASTS
, 35c
and little else of this great compos Smith, rf ............... 6
R. Kennedy .................... L. Barnard
er’s high aims in musical apprecia Ames, c................... 2
A very important meeting of the [ Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, U.S.W.V.
PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND of N-Y SIRLOIN
Spares—P. Bartlett, W. Dow, K
tion and think: lg. A great and ar Dunn, lg ............. 0
Mignault. R. Welker.
Sea Scouts was held last night in
annual installation of offiROAST - "SUPER-RIGHT'
dent friend of music at its best, a Butler, lg ............... 0
CHUCK
,
,
. Legion
. . „
R. H. S. (5)
Alumni (3) which several 1plans for Scout Week cers ...
Boneless Heavy Steer Beet
LB
Wednesday
evening
at
workers for all musicians who gave F. S. Allen, rg ...... 1
B. Snow ................................ J. Karl were discussed. It was decided to l
"SUPER-RIGHT"
serious thought to this highest of
Mrs' Minnie Smith’ pa5t
S. Salo ........................... L. Thomas attend the Littlefield Memorial halL
RIB ROAST
HEAVY STEER BEEF
all arts. He graced this art with his
LB,
Totals .................10
7
27 E. Conary ........................ K. Glover Church in a body on Scout Sunday, president, had the pleasure of indignity of feeling and cultural di
Referee. Wocd.
P. Bartlett .................... A. Billings Feb. 8; also, to report at Berry En- stalling her daughter Mrs. Carla
rection.
COOKED HAMS
,
HA
Gee! This Was Close
G. Staples ........................ R. Fisher gine House at 5.30 p. m. Monday to Kirk, as president. Other officers
Mendelssohn was an excellent
Rockland’s girls’ team played one R. Kennedy ...................... L. Brown start the Red Cross house-to-house installed were: Senior vice presi
A AC
teacher.
He wished music to go
FANCY FOWL SUPER-RIGHT
of their outstanding games cf the
Spares—W. Dew, K. Mignault. collection of newspapers and maga- dent, Jessie Wall; junior vice presi4 TO 6 LB AVG
LB
deep into the hearts of people, plant season at Camden last night when
R. Welker.
zines fcr cur territory. The final dent, Ida Leonard; chaplain, Mary
- FRESH
its roots so deep the perfume of they edged out the Camden lassies
date fcr the next Sea Scout Bridge Weeks! patriotic instructor,. Nelia
PORK LOINS "SUPER-RIGHT"
its growth would stimulate. Prob by a single point in a 22-21 score.
WHOLE or EITHER HALF LB
of Honor was set for March 5. A | Vose; historian. Minnie Smith; conably • The Elijah” is his most fa
"SUPER-RIGHT"
meeting of the officers and the J d-uctcr, Laura Ranlett; guard, Annie
The game was hard fought through
LAMB
LEGS
mous and loved oratorio. This dra
SOFT-MEATED
LB
out with both outfits not giving an Owl’s Head Sewing Circle
$10.00 ccmmitteemen cf the Lion’s Club Trundy; secretary, Ella Hyland;
matic offering came to cheer him
inch.
Margaret Margeson ............... 1.00 will be held Thursday night in order treasurer, Inez Brcnkie. Mrs. Smith
"SUPER-RIGHT"
in his period of ill health. This ex
TURKEYS
to
work
together
with
the
Scouts
W
as
presented
with
a
gift
frem
the
Rivalry
ran
high
with
large
delej
Ella
Gatccmbe
........................
1.00
NORTHERN-IO
TO 14 LB AVG
cellently written work of Jchn Ers
on
the
plans
for
the
Bridge.
Skip

gatiens
present
from
both
student
William
Leonard
..................
1.00
Auxiliary.
There
were
several
kine’s will fill a long felt need of
per Southard made a few remarks guests from Freeman-Heriick Aux
the* musical "student" world "in” its bodies- Popped up by the Camden John Jones
l.
cn
the importance cf Scouting to iliary of Camden.
Mr.
&
Mrs.
L.
M.
Rokes
.....
5.00
rich presentation and complete lists band and a top-notch ball game
"SUPER-RIGHT"
Mrs.. E. L. Brazier ....................... ^5 Civil Defense. Ronald Carver was
of Mendelssohn’s works.
Ullwlleklld
Fresh Na»iva-25^ to
lb avg LB
voted
into
the
ship.
Several
interThe
new
first
aid
room
at
Snow
between the two teams, both being Mrs. William Donohue
1.00
1.00 ested boys attended and expressed Shipyards is nearly completed and
"SUPER-RIGHT"
The fire department answered in good form. The Rockland girls Mrs. Cora Winslcw .............
SHOULDERS
the
desire
to
join.
The
ranks
are
!
is
in
an
additions
to
the
machine
'
SMOKED-6
to 8 lb avg LB
Myra
Bradbury
.......................
1.83
a bex alarm at 1055 a. m. yester have come a long way, since the
still
open
for
a
short
time
to
these
shops.
Mrs.
Delia
lowell
has
been
Mr.
&
Mrs.
F.
H.
Beverage
....
1.00
SUPER-RtCHT"
day to the residence of Albert W. opening of the season, under the
LAMB
CHOPS
boys,
over
15,
in
gcod
physical
conengaged
as
the
nurse
in
charge
and
Mrs.
R.
St.
Clair
...........................
53
skillful
coaching
of
genial
Bill
Sul

KIDNEY
LB
6ewall, Knowlton street, where a
dition and interested in the study has entered her duties.
Clyde
Whitchcr
............................
25
livan,
and
are
a
vastly
improved
bed had caught fire, causing some
Mrs. Christina Ross &Family 5.00 of and the activities on the sea.
LAMB CHOPS SUPER-RIGHT"
r
smeke damage to the house and team.
RIB
LB
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Barlow and Rich will be lost to Mrs. Ppi< olio
destroying the bedding.
The Carlannsul cf Owl's Head, Wenders!
the team by graduation, but, four
C' Pbilbrook
inniwaiiuiiii.e^
Capt.
Carl Reel, has completed her
I .earn to fly. Charles Treat, 56 regular players, who have been go Mrs. Arthur Kirk .................. 1.03 maiden voyage to the banks and re
• PICK OI' THE CATCH — INEXPENSIVE—NOURISHING
SLICED WHITE
'
‘
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf ing good this year, will remain, plus George Dyer ........................... 1.35 turned with a catch of 20.030 redRuth Foster ................
53
Halibut
lb 29c Mackerel
LB 8C
Bill Fester .................................... 50 fish and mixed groundfish. Many
STEWING
•
LARGE SIZE
O. B. Foster ............................. 1.00 will recall that this craft was built
Oysters
pt33c Smelts
lb15c
A. A. Bain ............................... 1.53 in the Ira Feeney store at Owl’s
Small Haddock Fillets
lb23c
Mrs. Julia M. Speed ............. 1.03 Head and was skidded to the water,
zy/j ZT
L. Speed .......... ~..............................50 seme 303 feet distant fcr her launch
I
We buy fruits and vegetables direct, often right;
Alton L. Raynes ........... ...... 1.00 ing last Fall. The greater part of
the
work
of
construction
of
the
where
they are grown — then they're ruslieilViot cr White ...........
1 00
direct
to
market as quickly as possible. You get
vessel
was
done
by
the
captain-own

U HARPERS OFTEN TRIED TO
Bernard E. Raynes ............... 1.00
them
“
hours
fresher,” singing with’flavor. And>
SELL EARLY SETTLERS A
Mrs. A. Learned .................... 2.03 er, Carl Reed.
the prices are mighty good news, too. for air
LIVE "PIC IN ABAC WHICH
. I. C. Merriman .................... 1.02
mir prices are low every day in the week.
CONTAINED NOTHING BUT
Albert Winchcnbach, an employe
Mrs. P. K. Reed ...................... 2.00
A WRIGGLING
of the State News Company, known
- VIT B C G
Ella S. Maddccks .................... 5.03
r\
Merchandise purchased now must be of
ORANGES FLORIDA
2 doz 39c
for his outstanding playing in the
SIZE 200-216
Mrs.
Clara
Maddccks
...........
3.03
durable quality that it may serve you
softball league for the past three
as long as necessary. Therefore “Blind
A friend .................................. 3.03
ICEBERG
seasons
has enlisted in the Marines,
LETTUCE CALIF.
2 hds 13°
Buying" is out—see what you are get
Mr. <fc Mrs. Walter Ross ........ 3.03
VIT B C G
and leaves this afternoon fcr the
ting—ccme to our store where you
Mrs. Allen C. Holt ........................ 53
don’t have to take a picture’s word for
recruit center at Augusta from
BROCCOLI
I
V. B. Perry ............................. 1.00
2 - 25°
value because it is right before your
VIT A B G
where he expects to be sent to Par
W. H. Maddoefes ................ 5.03
eyes! Our reputation for quality, and
ris Island, N. C for training.
your own senses of touch and sight are
Margaret E. Hudson .............. M 1.03
CARROTS
VITAMINS A.R.C.G
BCHS
your assurances of worth.
©
Ionise Arey ...............
1.00
Be ture to have your old news
BEETS
2
Alice Woodman ...................... 1.03 papers and magazines tied in
Ethel T. Farrar ....................
1.03 bundles of about 25 pounds and on
i-LOKIDA STRAWBERRIES, pt box
ANNOUNCING NEW SET OF
H. S. Dolliver ......................... 1.00 the porch ready for the Boy 6ccuts
FLORIDA SIZE t.Q
GRAPEFRUIT
vF,V=ss8.
J“C.
c GG°
6 FOR
VITAMINS
And down lirre at your favorite
Mrs. H. S. Dolliver .................. 100 next Monday night Thereby cltlPYREX Brand
DELICIOUS NATIVE RED
Daisy M. Maddccks ...................... 30 ens will not only be helping the style Store, we’re doing the same
VITAM NS B C. G
APPLES
matched
LBS
B. W. Lindsey .......'.............. 1.00 Scouts but aLso the Red Cross War but with very surprising results.
MIXING BOWLS
Mr. & Mrs. J. W. Kirk ..... .....
1 03 Relief Fund. The boys give their
SILVERBROOK A TOP
QQC
A.
G.
Dolliver
........................
1.00 time and labor. The public gives
Every housewife will want a set
Real streamlining now instead BUTTER
GRADE QUALITY
IB
of these attractive, handy mix
Mrs. James Bray .................... 1.03 the paper.
of superfluous belts and plaits.
ing bowls. Three convenient
A 4 C LB
Mr. & Mrs^Carl S. Reed &
BUTTER SUNNYFIELD
\\ LB PRINTS
LB 41
Americans lock more like fight
sizes—I Qt., 1«2 Qt., 2’i Qt.
PRINT
Family ...........
2.50
The Courier-Gazette is in re
You can pour hot or cold liquids
ing
men
in
this
clothing
...
it
SUNNYFIELD
LB
Friends ............................
1.00 ceipt of a copy cf The Ledger,
in them and every inch of the
PURE LARD
REFINED
brings out the ccurage that too
PKG
rolled rim provides efficient
Mr. & Mrs. Levi Leadbcttcr .... 7.03 published at Little Neck, N. Y.
pouring.
I Mr. «fc Mrs. Ira Smith .................... 90 The president and publisher is N.
much cloth has been covering up.
MARGARINE
LB
NUTLEY VEGETABLE
'J. H. Grover ................................... 5c J. Palzcr. whose wife was former
TRY OUR NUTLEY FOR FRYING
PKG I f
Set of 3 Bowls
Come in and sec the new
! Lewis A. Arey ........
1.03 ly Virginia McLoon, a daughter
SUNNYFIELD 24J/Z lb
95c
Beryl Borgerson ...................... 1.00 of the late William H. McLocn
Spring suits that are geared for FAMILY FLOUR
"ENRICHED"
BAG Of
j A. B. Bcrgerson & Family .... 2.03 and a niece of ex-Maycr Albert C.
VICTORY . . . —
FAIRO 3 OZ
: M. & Mrs. Hamor and family 1.83 MoLocn of this city.
CREAM CHEESE MONT
2. PKGS 15c
PURIFY YOUR DRINKING
$25.00 to $45.00
Mrs. Francis Dyer ................. 1.00
NEW MIRACLE CLOPAY
CHEESE - AMERICAN, WHITE or
Mrs. Rose White .................... 2.03 Montgomery Family ............... 5.03
REL-O-BIT COLORED
WATER
-2 LB FAMILY-SIZE LOAF
WINDOW SHADES
Lincoln E. McRae .................. 5.03 Mr. Mrs. Floyd Montgomery 1.03
NEW
SPRING
HATS
SKIN
With a
Burdell's Dress Shop ............. 5.03 Ed. iWottcn & Family ........... 2.03
CHEDDAR CHEESE RED
You can actually SCRUB these
CURED
LB
Anna Donohue ........................ 103 Mrs. George Law .......................... 53
WILSON, $4.00
oil finish Clopays with soap and
FILTOMrs. R. Dow ...................................53 Mrs C. E. Walmslcy .......... 1.03
water! Fine, heavy, oil paint
KLEEN
Mrs. Ruth Buckminster and
MALLORY, $5.00, $6.00
A. Walker Brewster................. 2.03
finish on both sides makes them
YOUR BEST BETS! Top qualify foods . . . yet
Family ................................. 2.03 Mrs. Oram Smith ........................ 50
FILTER
100% washable. Smudges, finger
(Ivy cost less . . . (hat s why 33 Ann Page Foods
Raymcnd Winslcw ...................... 50 A Friend ................................ 15.03
are ship winners with smart housewhes! Tr>
STETSON, $7.50
marks, stains come off, like
99c
Hip favorites among the quality famous, nationally
spots off tile! The Lintene fin
I Total
.... ......... ;......... $112.0) Lena Young .................................... 25
known A&P-made foods. ,
Make
1IEK
Valentine
a
ish is processed under the oil
You will be surprised at the
Charles Harvey Family .......... 2.03
finish—shows up beautifully amount of pipe, moss, dirt and
ANN
Mr. & Mrs. Elma Ames Family 5.03
QUART
Ingraham
Hill
when hung at windows.
other matter which this filter
LADY BUXTON
SALAD
DRESSING
i
PAGE
Mrs.
J.
Cassidy
......................
1.03
JAR
stops. Filto-Kleen is made of
John & Helen Garnett ........... ljDO
Colors Green and Ecru
bakelite and assures clean,
Mrs. Martha Ames ..................
.23
BILL FOLD
28
OZ
1
MELLO-WHEAT
healthful drinking water in
Mr. and Mrs. Alfcrd Johnson 1.03
PKG
3 for 99c
stantly; 12 discs included.
$1.00 to $3.00
I ANN
Florence Barter .............. . .
.60
8 OZ
Ethel Payson ........................... 1.03
V PACE UbLL I
CURRANT or RAE?.
RAE?
JARS
Make HIS a
Doris Rackliff .................................. 30
1C I
'• A A J- L V
5 PACE SANDWICH SPREAD
8JA°RZ
Maude Rack'iff ............................. 35
NEW TIE
Catherine & Everett B’.ethen . 1.03
1 ANN BE ABIC
WITH PORK or
« 23 OZ
63c to $3.00
Mr. & Mrs. J. Dana Knowlton 1.00
i PACE DkAlvO TOMATO SA'JCE □ CANS
Frank Ingraham Family ........ 2.03
> PAINTS STOVES • KITCHENWAkt
4Th-Y
Stan
& Edna Heath .................... 50
k-< 4 i r *
cL” FORMERLY VFA HE'S "
I
□
-•
462 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Mr. & Mrs. F>ed Smith .......... 1.03
Mr. & Mrs. J. Richard Smith .. 1.03
’ 44IMAINSI.
ROCKIANP
trices also Effective at Camden and Belfast
TEL. KM
Reta
Smith
.....................................
50
w It' .tovA T
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
Beverly Brooks ............................... 25 416 MAIN ST„ BOCKI.ANn. MK.
ROCKlANL ' IVlVAfwmi
All Prices Subject to Market Changes.
Richrads Brooks ....................
.25

(By K. S. F.)

Is Going Good

LAMB FORES
DDAII CDQ

SUPER

MARKETS
It’s
“Dated"

It’s
‘‘Enriched”

0b* tin*... aa4 yM'U uy it's
AMERICA'S RES? BREAD BUY'!
LARGE
1 LB 8 OZ
2 POUND)
LOAF
Armour’a

BELT

CAN
Corned or Ln Dy’s
16 OZ
PRUDENCE
Hash CORNED BEEF CAN
AKC passed NO. ’ j
Crabmeat A grade c. 25c
COLD
16 OZ
Pink Salmon
’!an 17C a
iOrange
Nectar Tea Fekoa
Cocomalt
Coconog
NESTLES
Cocoa EVER
READY

valentines

47c

0*70

JELLY

WE BUY AND SELL

MRIN STHRR.DHJRR.E8.

GOOD
USED CARS

GREGORY’S

*

'Soe,
Feb. 5-12 19-Free 8c
cookery at Masonic 7
Feb. 6 - Thomaston
meeting at Watts ha
Feb. 7 Knox Pom
Pioneer Grange of E
Feb. 9 Knox Com
Ass’n meets at Rock,
Church.
Feb. 9-Daylight Sat
Feb. 9—"Charter ni
Klwants Club at Hot,
Feb. 12 Lincoln's It
Feb. 14—St. Valentin
Feb. 14 16
Draft
East Boom. Commu'n
Feb. 16 - Waldobor,
at High School autll
Feb. 17 Annual n
Terence of Garden Cl
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash Wedm
Feb 18-19—Junior <
a Life!” at High Sch
Feb. 19—Meeting c
League.
Feb. 20— (3 to 9)
tlnnal Club meets
bull
Feb 22—Washlngtoi
Feb. 27 Warren HI •
atrels at Glover hni:
March 17 St. Patri
March 21 Spring b
I.Iarch 29 Palm Su ,
April 1 All Fo
April 3—Good Frida
April 5—Easter

Mrs. S. A. Brook
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day afternoon by a
made by her son Pi1
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in the vestry of t i
Church yesterday
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For dependable
call the Radio Shor
Main street. Comp.^
—adv.
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Agency, 603 15th
West.—adv.

NATION’S FAVORITE

DANC
Bud Clark's

inn

LIND
UYINC

lace in this year’s

D

Well, here we are
into February with
allel the kind of W
to have except an
habit of the mercury j
on the under side of
Snow shovels would
many a bin were it in
•briskly at w’ork shovy
3ionds into the reld
the basement frank
persons are trainin'.
March encounter wit)
—the income tax i;
days to Spring.

MO TIME FOR

They’ve cut off the

TALK OF THJ

The We<

TALK OF THE TOWN TALK OF THE TOWN

Owl’s Head War Fund

' Every-Other-Da\

Wednesday an

Nigh

ROUI!
QQC

1LB

2

BAGS

(or) 3

S$ivc Door Pri/
8.30 P.
Admission 40c an<
New Mana

09

lb bag

Glen Cove

Gi

57c

Red Circle COFFEE 2
Bokar Coffee
2

BAG a

BENEFIT

BAGS

Strained

Clapp's Baby Foods 4 CANS 25c
CHOPPED
Clapp's FOODS 3 CANS 23c
Friend's Beans 2 < ^5 27c

K. P. HALL.
Till RSI)
Marathon $5.00. I i
Door Pri/i
Plenty of t on

v CLLOW EVE. PEA or KIDNEY

A&F Prunes
18c
Prunes sunsweef 2pkg 19c
Cake Flour sno sheen 7 °g2 25c
Cake FlourVk°gz14c
Flo«r p,lpla5S's 2r°K°e’i9c

NOT
The books

of South Thoij

Monday, Feb

Gus’antcad 100,j
Pure H\ dro^cnaicd
Veg Shorten,rg

Allard

;'as4 __

Andre

3 LB COC
TIN

OZ

LB TIN 22c
S'JNN FIELD
OZ PKG

Pancake Flour 2D
SUNNY
Rolled Oats riEiO

48 OZ
PKG
QUICK or PEGULA R

5C
14c

OZ
Old Dutch Cleanser14
1 TIN
n°z 7C
Cleanser "sail 3*t%°/10c
Kleenex o?%o10c o™4P25c
Fairy Soap
P&G Soap
LCt.
Silver Dust
PKG

Whitehouse

Evap. Milk

BELLBOY
Thorndil

DAVID G.HOi
0PT0M1

$36 MAIN ST.. I
TEL
Office Honrs: 9 to
Evenings By

FINEST QUALITY
YET COSTS LESS
141TOZ
CANS

3

LGE.
Selox
PKG
LGE.
Soap Grains White
Sail
2 PKGS
LGI
Soap Flakes While
Sail X rKi S
LGE.
Soap Powder White
Sail
PKG
SMc. AC LGE.
Buz
PKG Sf* PKG
Ivory Flakes

"**•**/AA-.vs.v;*r:

funera;
Ambulanc

TELEP
RM er 781
114-111

9

HOCKI

Every-Other-Day
Ink McKinney, formerly aclant at the Fireproof Oarage,
joloyed in the main offilce at
Shipyards Inc.

Ip Thomas Wildey of Rebekah
will meet at the home of
Rollins. James street, Friday
oon If stormy, the followreek.
.. Roy E. Welker will speak
I experience* skiing in the
[at the Friday night meeting
^e Ski Gull Club over Crie's

The business meeting will
at 730 and it is important
all members be present.

ii I lands include about 259
Ids. cnly 80 of which are Id

led.
Defense Bonds and Stamps

.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb. 5-12-19—Free School of electric
cookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 6 —Thomaston— Special town
meeting at Watts hall.
Feb. 7- Knox Pomona meets with
Pioneer Grange of East Union.
Feb. 9 Knox County Ministerial
Ass’n meets at Rockland Universalist
Church.
Feb. 9—Daylight Saving begins.
Feb. 9—"Charter night" party of
Kiwanis Club at Hotel Rockland.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14- St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 14 16 — Draft registration at
East Room. Community Building.
Feb. 16 —Waldoboro
Band concert
at High School auditorium.
Feb. 17- Annual mld-Wlnter con
ference of Garden Club Federation of
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 18-19—Junior Class play. "What
a Life!" at High School auditorium.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Grand Army
bail
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 27—Warren High School Min
strels at Glover hall.
March 17- St. Patrick's Day.
March 21 Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 1—All Fools Day.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

The Weather
Well, here we are, stringing along
into February with nothing to par
allel the kind of Winters we used
to have except an uncomfortable
habit of the mercury to fool around
on the under side of the zero mark
Snow shovels would be rusting in
many a bln were it not fcr being kept
briskly at work shoveling black dia
monds into the relentless maw of
the basement frankensteln.
Many
persons are training for their midMarch encounter with another ogre
—the income tax man. Only 37
days to Spring.

coil*’

Mrs. S. A. Brooks of 3 Donahue
place was greatly surprised Satur
day afternoon by a telephone call
made by her son Private Robert L.
Brooks, who is stationad at Jeffer
son Barracks, Missouri.

It’s
Enriched"
It taiie «4 y»»’U »«y »«’»
tRICA'S BIST BRtAD BUY"!

The Hobby Show which was lield
in the vestry of the Universalist
Church yesterday afternoon under
the chairmanship of Mrs. Walter
Spear was a financial and social
success with a large number cf
persons enjoying the many inter
esting and varied exhibits. A de
tailed report will appear.

tRCE
8 OZ

lOUND)

bAF
L.J HU'

'Un’O'ii’or Ln Dy'»

PRUDENCE
CORNED BEEF

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line,
—adv.
60-tf

AKC passed
A grade

[nie at
ISniOion stream
pr Tea f- CkO9 p^'30c
malt
'^N 21 C
nog
12®
nestle s
.■» or
17®
Orange

Visitors ln Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Gaeette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
58*tf

EVER READY

pION’S FAVORITE

bVERRS

DANCING
Bud Clark’s Orchestra

in n
hOUI!

Wednesday and Saturday
Nights
&

39'

live Door Prizes Nightly
8.30 P. M.
Admission 40c and 30c, tax inci.
New Management

Glen Cove Grange Hall

15* It

bbag 57c

Circle
|r Coffee

1 IB
BA&o

2
2

1 IB
BAGS

★

I—

kS

P

S

Strained
HabyFoods
Haby
Inods

A
*4
"T

CHOPPED
FOODS

3

lid’s Beans
I

$

CANS

CANS

BENEFIT BEANO

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAV, 8.15
Marathon $5.00. Lucky Game $14.00
Door Prize, $3.00
Plenty of Coupon Games
15*16

2^s

PEA or KIDNEY

v.V EV f

Prunes Ms&
les JUNSWEEl
Flour
Flour

2 ib
PKG

PANCAKE

NOTICE!

U OZ
PKG

Sno Sheen

3

44

OZ
PKG

Xo 20
FK

The books of the Town
of South Thomaston close

OZ
S

Monday, Feb. 9, 1942.

Allard S. Pierce,
Andrew Anderson.
15-16

THE STORY OF HIBBERTS GORE
An “Orphan” Tract of Land Which Was a Law
Unto Itself
To those of the present genera
tion, excepting those who reside in
that vicinity, the story of “Hib
bert’s Gore” is virtually unknown,
and the tract of land bordering
cn Knox, Lincoln and Waldo coun
ties is just so much countryside.
In a recent search for "TwentyFive years ago’’ news, the fcllowing
interesting article was unearthed.
The interesting story of Hibbert's
Gore—the tract of land on the edge
ol Knox, Lincoln and Waldo coun
ties, which belongs to neither,
which pays no taxes, and which is
a law unto itself—was told before
the Legislature committee on Ways
and Bridges a few days ago. The
narrator was E. Judson Hatch of
Augusta, who was making a plea
tor State aid in rebuilding or re
pairing certain roads in this sec
tion of "Nowhere", which are mail
roads and essential to the delivery
of the United States mail.
It seems extremely strange that
there should be in Maine a parcel
of land which, as in this case,
measures considerably over 500
acres that in the original survey of
Maine was not included in the map.
The story, as the Legislative re
porters were able to gather it, was
that when the original survey was
made, when Waldo county was
carved out of Lincoln county and
the lines were run cn the old sur
veys, Daniel Hibbert and Asa Cun
ningham were living on that land.
They did not want to be put into
the new town of Palermo. Some
body in the transaction had some
rum, cr wanted some rum.
At any rate, according to Mr.
Hatch, either the desire for rum,
or the need of rum or the presence
of rum in the neighborhood, had

BORN
Harjula — At Brunswick Memorial
Hospital. Jan. 29, to Mr. and Mrs. H
Edwin Harjula. a daughter—Carolyn
Beatrice.
Smith—At Rockland. Jan. 21. to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin J. Smith, a son—
Wayne Jason.

MARRIED
Earl-Till—At North Andover, Mass.,
Feb. 1. N. Clarkson Earl. 3d of North
Andover and Miss Elizabeth Till of
South Thomaston.
Andrews-Hart—At Portland. Feb 4.
John T. Andrews and Mrs. Edna MacAlltster Hart, both of Rockland.—ByRev. Wallace Anderson.
Whitehill-Ktockbridge - At Swans
Island, Feb. 1. Philip J. Whitehill, Jr .
of Schenectady. N. Y. and Leila V.
Stockbridge of Swans Island —(By Rev.
Carl Hall,

DIED
Haines—At Rockland. Feb. 3. Mary
Elizabeth Haines, widow of John H.
Haines, aged 91 years. 5 months. 3
days. Funeral today at 2 p. m. from
late residence, 33 Grove street.
Burkett
At Thomaston. Feb. 2.
George M Burkett, aged 80 years. Fu
neral today at 2 p. m. from Cushing
funeral home. Burial ln Thomaston
cemetery.
Healy—At Grand Forks, N. D.. Feb.
4 Mary M.. widow of Henry H. Healy,
formerly ot Tenants Harbor, aged 74
years.

IN MEMORIAM
1941—Feb. 5—1942
Elva F. Hoffses
Your gentle face, and patient smile,
With sadness we recall.
You had a kindly word for each.
And died beloved by us all.
You are not forgotten mother dear.
Nor will you ever be.
A.s long as life, and memory last.
Wc will remember thee.
The Family
LARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank all neighbors and
friends for their many acts of kind
ness during our reepnt bereavement.
To those who sent flowers, loaned cars
or otherwise expressed sympathy, wc
are deeply grateful.
Mrs. Grace Fiske and family. Mis.
W P. Rlchardsrtn of Rockville.
*

LARD OF THANKS
To our many friends and neighbors
who were so kind and thoughtful
during our recent bereavement and
to all those who sent flowers we ex
tend our heartfelt thanks and ap
preciation.
Sons, daughters and grandchildren
of thc late James E. Kinney.
OBITUARY NOTILE
Mary M. widow of Henry H Healy.
recently of Tenants Harbor, dearly
beloved mother of Dorothy H. Hup
per, Gertrude H. Shorb, Eleanor H.
Booth and Florence H. Guthrie, died
Feb. 4 at North Forks, N. D.
•

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

EVERY SATURDAY

lake Flour
5® |
id Oats 'c?o 4?£14«
?'JICK nr REGULAR

BELLBOY WANTED
Thorndike Hotel

lutch Cleanser7C
pser
3 ms*10c
hex
10 ” OF 44o25C
;a« 5®
f Soap
4bars17c
'Soap
fr Dust
23®

13-tf

PKG

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

OARS
PKG

Whitehouse

Evap. Milk

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-Th-tf

BENEFIT BEANO
I. O. O. F. HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
Marathon S5 Merchandise Order
Free Game $6: Door Prize $7.50
Plenty of Groceries
16*17
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Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME
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Every-Other-Day

• CLAKZMONT ST,
TEL. 662
KOCKLAND, ME.

a large share to do in the action
of the surveyors, who, as is said,
“between rum and fear of a lick
ing ", failed to continue their sur
vey on the line and literally quit
on the job. leaving unnoticed this
entire section, which is a paral
lelogram “with a tail piece”.
This parallelogram runs 454 rods
the longest way and 171 rods the
shortest way, while the tail piece
which is what is commonly called
a heater-piece, extends 330 rods
further. It is bounded by the town
of Palermo which was formerly in
Sheepscot Great Pond Plantation,
the town of Washington which
was originally incorporated as the
town fo Putnam, and Somerville,
which was formerly Patricktown
Plantation.
At one time a dozen families
lived cn the Gore, but being some
what remote from stores and
schools and the land not being
over-fertile, they gradually sold
their holdings and moved away. In
1912, three families, those of Jesse
Emerson, Israel Brand and Stew
art Eaton—13 persons in all'—lived
there and the children went to
school in Palermo, their parents
paying their tuition, aided by a
State appropriation.
The balance of the territory was
owned by people living in adjacent
towns, who cut hay and pasture
cattle on these once-occupied
farms, and who cut cordwood and
Christmas trees from the slopes of
Mount Patrick. Theoretically the
Gore ought to be a paradise—no
taxes to pay, no kings or kaisers
to obey, no masters to serve and
none of the petty, pampering by
laws and ordinances by which
town-dwellers are beset.
The highways which run through
Gore have two bridges. Early in
the 19th century a man lost a yoke
of oxen through a cob-work bridge
over a bog, which is known as the
Beg Bridge. This bog is one of the
several thousand in the State of
Maine which is “bottomless”; and
the oxen were never recovered. The
man called upon the town of Pal
ermo to reimburse him.
Objection was made that the
bri^e was not in Palermo. To
prove it, they surveyed the south
line of Palermo and) thc result was
the determination of the fact that
the bridge was outside the town
of Palermo and so the man lost
his claim against Palermo.
The matter then was carried
further and the town of Wash
ington was asked to settle. Wash
ington refused. The matter was
taken to the Supreme Court in
Belfast. As usual, when nobody
knows anything about a subject, a
commission is appointed. This one
made a long investigation, and Aug.
30, 1841 made a report determining
the following:
“We therefore find that there is
a gore of land, or a piece of land
of whatever shape it may be, lying
between the southerly side of Pal
ermo and the northerly side of
Washington and not included in
either town." This was signed by
Samuel M. Pond, Isaac Abbott and
Addison Dodge
After this, someone tried to fix
Hibbert Gore onto Patricktown
Plantation which abutted it on one
side. Patricktown is now Somer
ville. having been incorporated as
such in 1858. They took it to the
Legislature. But Patricktown Plan
tation sidestepped the gift. It
didn't want the Gore. Nobody
wanted it. And so it was decided
to leave the poor orphan to its own
beautiful and romantic isolation.
And so it has been ever since.
Two roads cross the Gore, but
they arc. as Mr. Hatch says, “in
wretched condition”.
The sole
connecting link with the world is
in its status as regards the federal
government, which delivers the
mail by the rural free delivery
route. The total length of roads
in the Gore is about
miles.
Lincoln County stands as a sort of
protectorate on the land, because
the land was originally a part of
the county, although it is wholly
outside the county lines as defined.
The titles to properties in the Gore
are recorded in the Lincoln county
records.
One time a man who owned land
on the Gore thought he would es
cape taxation by driving his cattle
from his barns in one of the ad
jacent tow'is onto the Gore and
leaving them there, so that when
the assessors came around on the
first of April he might escape
taxation.
The assessors of the town visited
the farmer, as usual, and found
his customarily well-stocked farms
to be empty. They assessed the
stock just the same, even though
It was visiting on the Gore. The
man declined to pay. claiming
they could not assess taxes on the
stock in the Gore.
The town called his bluff and
threatened to take it to the Leg-

< \
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Sixty Attended

..

Will Care For Roads

---

Maine’s Municipal Officers
Talk Shop and Enjoy Our
Hospitality
The members of the Maine Mu
nicipal Association gathered at
the Ccmmunity Building yesterday
to the number of 60. coming from
many sections of the State to at
tend the sessions which started
with registrations at 9.45 a. m.
The first session opened at IQ
a m. when Arthur K. Walker,
chairman of the selectmen of
Rockport and member of the ex
ecutive committee of the associa
tion called the meeting to order.
The first speaker of the day was
Mayor Edward R. Veazie of Rock
land who spoke on "Civilian De
fense". He was followed by two
of his aides in the civilian defense
program in Rockland. Fire Chief
Van E. Russell and Chief Air Raid
Warden Louis B. Cook. The threp
were able to give the assembled
municipal executives a plan of
civilian defense and at the same
time show what they have done
in this community. »
The acting executive secretary
of the organization, Ernest H.
Johnson gave an address on "Call
ing a Town Meeting” which was
of interest to many as the greater
part of the membership of ihe
Maine Municipal Association is
drawn from the selectmen and
officials of towns.
4
The first address of the after
noon was given by H. Stanley
Weymouth, assistant highway en
gineer of the State Highway Com
mission who took as hts subject
“Current Highway Problems."
Oscar Emerson of the Bureau of
Taxation spoke on the problems
of the bureau and the municipali
ties.
“Assessors. Collectors and Tax
es" was the subject discussed by
Frances W. Sullivan, legal coun
sel to the association.
Following the speakers, a period
was allowed for questions pre
sented by the members through a
question box that had been placed
on the registration desk.
The meeting, which was sched
uled to adjourn at 3 o’clock, lasted
until 4 o’clock ard was declared a
highly interesting and educational
session by the members.
The Rockland municipal office's
were hosts to th? group, which
praised their efficitrcy, and the
hospitality of the community ar
large. More than (ne town or
city official expressed his opinion
that he wished that his community
could have a center like the Com
munity Building.
islature, and rather than have it
made a case before the General
Court and have his land in the
Gore, now untaxed, attached to
some town where it would have to
pay a tax. he decided to pay taxes
on his cattle.
The first settler in this Gere was
Daniel Hibbert. He came from
Wiscasset, dragging his household
effects by ox-team on poles, some
what after the manner in which
Indians moved their wigwams. In
those days settlers went to the
hillsides where there was hard
wood. Mr. Hibbert made his clear
ing on the east side of Patrick
mountain, in the northeast corner
of the Gore. Here he raised a
large family and many descen
dants are today residents of the
State.
And all this story of an orphan
domain relates to land within 20
miles of the State capitol, as the
bird flies.

Tiie “Ship Defense News,” pub
lished by the Navy for shipyard
workers engaged in Navy and Mari
time Commission contracts, this
week announced the awards of the
Navy “E” and citations for the past
three months. In this list is the
name of Snow Shipyards with a ci
tation for excellence in all depart
ments. One of the largest, if not
the largest of woeden shipyards on
the Atlantic seaboard, it was in com
petition with yards of every descrip
tion building all types of Navy craft
on all the waterfront of the nation.
Now the officials and men are
heading for the coveted Navy “E ’ in
the next quarter with a hiah num
ber of deliveries of ships ahead of
them to help them out.
The Knox County Ministers' As
sociation will meet Feb. 9 at the
Universalist
Church,
Rockland
with dinner at 11.30 preceding the
meeting. Rev. W. S Stackhouse
of Warren will lead a discussion
on ‘‘Ministerial Ethics." There will
be a book review by Rev. H. F.
Leach and! “Current Events” by
Dr. Guy Wilson.
More Talk of The Town on Page 2

VARIETY BINGO
FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, Six Varieties
of Groceries and $2—1 each
16* It

You’ll know its quality the very first time

you sink your teeth into this tender meat.
So juicy ... so Havorful... so tempting . . .

o*
—By Staff Photographer
Here, ladies and gentlemen, is
Rcckland's new Commissioner cf
Public Works, Herbert M. Herrick,
of 8 Holmes street. He has a genial
disposition, but the smile shown in I
the above picture is perhaps a bit
broader than common because the
photograph was taken shortly after
the aldermen had reversed their
early stand and confirmed him by
a vote of 6 to 1. “I’m going to do
my very best,” he told a friend.
And he will.

there’s real delight in every bite and a full

measure of mealtime pleasure in every pound.

AT OUR MEAT COUNTERS—FLAVO-RITE QUALITY
TO ROAST
l.ITTLE PIG

PORK

21c

LB.

SAUSAGE, our famous home made ... .... Ib 29c
PIG’S LIVER, fresh native.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... Ib 19c
BEEF LIVER, fresh native.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... Ib 25c

ii 27=

PORK CHOPS —

Selectees Depart

CHUCK ROAST, lean, economical .... .... Ib 25c

Seven Men, In Their 20’s,
Leave For Unnamed In
duction Centers

Pot Roast boneless Ib 35c Oven Roast, boneless 35c
Rump Steak .... Ib 39c Stewing Beelf ... Ib 25c
Minced Ham .... Ib 21c Frankforts . .... Ib 21c

The first group of Knox County
men to be inducted into the Army
this month left the office of the
local Selective Service Board at
1.30 yesterday afternoon for an
Army induction center and even
tual assignment to training cen
ters and active service. Due to
the present emergency, the des
tinations of inducted and enlisted
men are not published. The names
cf the men, their parents and age
are shown below:
Harold E. Harvey, son of Mrs.
Esther Harvey. 116 South Main
street. Rockland, age 21.
Edward Myer Gordon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Isadcr Gordon, 126 Lime
rock street, Rockland, age 26.
Adriel Barnard Fales, son of Mrs.
Elizabeth Fales, 73 Maverick street,
Rockland, age 24.
Errol Earle Payson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Payson, 42 Chest
nut street, Camden, age 26.
Frederick Joseph Savage, son of
Mrs. Charles Henry Savage, Union,
age 22.
Woodrow Richard Anderson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Andersn, 9 Warren street, Rockland, age
21.
Cheever Maxwell Ames, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cheever M. Ames,
Rcckland, age 25.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peter’s Episcopal Church will meet
tonight at 7.30 in the Undercroft, j
Refreshments will be served and
there will be surprise work for all j
members.

BIG BINGO
SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45 |
Given Away, Dinner, $20—2 ca< it,
and Four Extra Prizes—1 each
16* It

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 3.30
Sunday at 3

THURS.-FRI., FEB. 5-6
M-G-M presents a delightful
New Comedy
ROSALIND RUSSELL
WALTER PIDGEON
EDWARD ARNOLD
z in

“DESIGN FOR
SCANDAL” '
with
Guy Kibbee, Lee Roman,
Jean Rogers

SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 7
Two Features
BILL (Hopaiong Cassidy) BOYD
and ANDY CLYDE
in

“SECRETS OF THE
WASTELAND”
Also On the Program

“MAN AT LARGE”
Marjorie Weaver, George Reeves

SUN.-MON.,
The producers
York” now bring
saga of America’s
Custer

FEB. 8-9
of "Sergeant
you the great
heroic General

“THEY DIED WITH
THEIR BOOTS ON”
Starring
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland,
Gene Lockhart
With a Cast of Thousands
Coming: “H. M. Pulham, Esq.”
.
“Johnny Eager”

FOWL
FANCY QUALITY
4 to 5 pound average

lb- 29*

Try Franco-American Beef Gravy—It' s Delicious!

bsk 2JC

STRAWBERRIES

BROILERS
FRESH KILLED NATIVE
2 to 3 pound average

">■29
LAMB CHOPS
flavo-rite quality

KIDNEY,
RIB,

PORTERHOUSE STEAK, boneless ... .... Ib 49c
SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... Ib 43c

Direct from the Sumiy South to Our Markets

SPINACH
LETTUCE
ORANGES

pk

SOLID
ICEBERG

2hds 15'
2doz 49'

SUNKIST—JUICY
CALIFORNIA

SPARKLET STRING BEANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . box 17c

Ib 35c
Ib 25c

GORTON SALT MACKEREL FILLETS
Tin, 25c
Salt Cod Sounds Ib17c Salt Cod Tongues Ib 17c
Salt Mackerel, Ib 17c Salt Halibut Fins, Ib 17c
SEWARD SALMON,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tall tin 35(

LAMB LEGS
THIS WEEK’S BEST BUY

BUTTER,
EGGS,

lb- 26c

FRESH, CRISP
CLEAN

COUNTRY
ROLL
FRESH NATIVE
LARGE SIZE

LB.

DOZ

39c

TRY PILLSBURY’S PANCAKES!!
GET THEM ALL HOT IN OUR MAIN STREET STORE ON SATURDAY—made right before yo.ir
eyes and covered with delicious maple syrup. A Paring Knife Free with every purchase of Pan
cake Flour during this sale.

Pillsbury’s Pancake Flour, 2 pkgs 19c | Pillsbury’s Buckwheat Flour, 2 pkgs 23c
——

-------------------

LAVAsoap
CLEANS QUICKLY ...

HELPS PROTECT TNE SKIN >

BUSS COFFEE

^1 NtW CAKE-CARTON

Regular or Drip

2 lbs 49c
MAPLE
FLAVOR

qtbot 25c
DIVIDEND COFFEE
2 tall tins 27c
A Popular Priced Coffee
CUBE STARCH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 pkgs 17c
2 lbs 29c
(DISH CLOTH FREE)

PHROSTO SYRUP,
B. & M. BEANS,
STALEY’S

COFFEE
“AT ITS BEST”

NESTLE’S EVAPORATED MILK.. .. .. .. 3 tins 25c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 7c
SUNSHINE KRISPIE CRACKERS.. .. .. . Ib box 17c
MONARCH FOOD OF WHEAT.. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 13c
HEINZ KETCHUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige bot 19c

PILLSBURY’S FLOUR,

“

SILVER
DUST
With BIG
Cannon
Dish Towel

$1.17

Baker’s Cocoa 8 oz tin 9c
Post Toast’s 2 11-oz pkg 17c
Speedy Suds
Rinso.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 22c
Oxydol.. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 22c
Duz.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 22c
Jewel Shortening, 3 Ib tin 62c
Shredded Wheat, 2 pkgs 21c
HEINZ FRESH CUCUMBER PICKLES jumbo jar 21c Macaroni .... 2 Ib box 15c
Salad Dressing, qt jar 27c
MONARCH TEA BAGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100 for 79c Apple Juice,
gal jug 31c
VERMONT MAID SYRUP.. .. .. .. .. .. . 12 oz bot 17c Kre-Mel Desserts 2 pkg 9c
CUTRITE WAX PAPER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 40 ft roll 6c
GOLD DUST
LIPTON’S TEA, orange label.. .. .. .. .. ’/2 Ib pkg 49c
TOMATOES, hand packed.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 29c
LAME
BETTY CROCKER SOUP MIX.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 pkgs 11c
PHILLIPS DELICIOUS PEAS.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 27c
DIRTY
DIRT
GERBER'S BABY FOODS,
3 tins 20c

ELOX

15c

TWO NEW

SOUPS

BLACK BEAN SOUP
POTATO SOUP

TINS

TRY THE NEW JELL-0 SENSATION—“KOLA” FLAVOR

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

X

Raatikainen and Softoh HakkarAPPLETON RIDGE
ainen.
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
WALDOBORO
WARREN
Besides her husband, Altti Lehto. and Mrs. W. R Mitchell were Al-j
•o* ZS 0
ZS 0
XX
xs xs xs x\
SENTER0CRANF/S
she leaves two daughters, MLss SLsko wood Fernald and Millard Mitchell
♦
MRS. IXXJDSE MT1JJCR
A1ENA L. STARRE7FT
Lehto of Augusta and Warren. and Clifford Rowell of Burkettville,
CXHTespondei*
Correspondent
MLss Edna Lehto of Warren, a sister Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden Hannon
A» «
A « « «
Mrs. Joseph Anderson of Owl’s and two children of Ncrth Union,
Head, two brothers, one in Finland and Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin I
Tei. an
Tel. 40
and one in Minnesota. The lat Mitchell.
Miss Evelyn D. .Smith, oldest ter came to Maine for the funeral
I Pvt. Reginald French returned
Miss Winona Clark and Eleanor, ’
Wednesday to Panama City, Fla., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dana H. services.
Fuller, students at Farmington ,
where he is stationed, after spend- Smith Sr., has been chosen candi
Normal School were home for the
$
, ing a furlough with his mother. date to the D.A.R. Pilgrimage to
NORTH APPLETON
week-end.
CA
Mrs. Warren W. Creamer.
| Washington, by Lady Knox Chap
Philip Keene of the Universtly of
Miss Lucy Moody. Gertrude Chick
te
A school of instruction for Air ter. D.A.R. The choice, left to the Maine passed the week-end with and Elizabeth Maiden cf Pittsfield
Akh
* faculty was based on ■his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ormond spent the week-end at the home oi
Raid Wardens will be held Friday High School *
■■
patriotism,
leadership,
and
school
night at 7.30 at the High School
!>'
Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. I,. N. Moody.
building. Richard Gerry will he citizenship. She Ls treasurer of the
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall were
Mr. and Mrs. Max Wendltnd were
w
Student Council and a member of dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Waterville visitors recently.
the Instructor.
Mrs. Raymond Gibson.
Mrs. Cora Waltz has resigned the Camera Club.
William Mitchell received a bad
A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwln Mank at ly sprained wrist, a cut under his
her position with the Depositor's
(te
O.E.S. will be held Friday, with the tended the Pythian Installation chin which necessitated two stitches
Trust Co.
also a shaking up. when he fell
Mrs. Willis Ralph is in Portland newly installed officers ln the Monday in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall were from the roof of Miller Brothers
with her daughter Janice Ralph . chairs.
who Ls a patient at the Maine Gen I Mr. and Mrs. Newell W. Eugley callers Sunday at O. T. Keene’s. stcre in Burkettville while fighting
Harold Wadsworth Ls filling the the recent fire.
eral Hospital. Janice Ls being cared [ quietly observed their 30th wedding
4ice
houses in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Finest Marden and
anniversary
at
their
home
Sun

for by her aunt Miss Shirley
C.
A first aid meetnig was held Tues Miss Bette Yeo of Pittsfield were
day. An anniversary cake made
Bums. R. N.
day at the High School.
guests Sunday at L. N. Moody’s.
Thirty dollars has been turned by Mrs. Helen Hilton was the gift
fa
Mrs. Carrie Sherman was hostess
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugley
from
their
over to Supt. A. D. Gray, town
Tuesday at a pyramid tea attendee
Same Price As Two Years Ago!
WEST WALDOBORO
chairman for the Infantile Pa- friend Mrs. Alice Gordon. The by Mrs. Adeila Gushee, Mrs. Inez
cake
was
handsomely
decorated
in
Please note the above most unusual statement; we do not ‘if-J
Mrs. Clyde Hilton has been re
ralysLs Drive, from the President’s
Arrington, Mrs. Grace Johnson,
pink
and
white
with
dates
"1912understand
why these have not gone up like everything else.
cent
guest
of
her
sister
Mrs.
James
Ball held' Friday in the High
and Mrs. Mabelle Keene. Proceeds
1942"
and
names
"Sadie
Newell
”
Ewing
in
Warren.
School auditorium.
$
• 100% Virgin Wool,
in
frosting
script
on
the will be donated to the Red Cross.
Mrs.
Alton
Winchenbach
has
Girl Scout Program
sides. Mr. and Mrs. Eugley re
been confined to her home by ill
• Five Inch Heavy Satin Binding,
The Woman’s Club met Tues ceived several callers, cards, and
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ness.
I
Mrs. Carl Winchenbach and Miss
day at the Community Garden nice gifts. Out of town callers
• Four Pounds—All Colors.
Mrs. Lillian Vannah of the vil
Club House.
were Ruby Starrett and James June Reed have been confined to lage was guest. Sunday of Mr. and
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Colby of Bangor and Miss Vittrice their homes with measles.
Mrs. C. A. Winchenbach.
OTHER SALE BLANKETS
George Nye of Rockland was a
Scouts presented thLs program: Carini of Hooka nd.
Ralph Eugley returned home J
Poem, Janice Mitchell; tap dance,
“How Tolerant Are We?” will be recent visitor at Alvin Wallace’c. Friday from the Veterans Facility i
Double Plaids, wgt. 3 lbs., 5% wool, 70x80, $2.25 A'
P’"'
Mrs. Bessie Wallace who was Hi
Jacqueline Harkins and Heleu the morning sermon topic Sunday
hospital in Togus.
Q--.
Ralph; poem, Patricia Kuhn; at the Congregational Church. Sub three weeks with grippe, is able to
Double
Plaids,
wgt.
31/2
lbs.,
5',
<
wool,
72x84,
2.98
Arthur Genthner has been con
song, Ruth Burgess; piano solo, ject at the vesper service will be be out.
Single, solid colors, wgt. 3 lbs., all wool, 72x84, 6.95
Mrs. Sadie Flanders and son Vin fined to his home with measles.
Edith Burgess; reading, Joyce ‘•The Real Worth of the Bible.”
Mrs Sadie Little of South Bris
cent have moved to the farm of
Fitzgerald; reading, Jeanette Boggs, Church School will meet at 9.30.
Mr.
Austin, a Summer resident. tol visited Fiiday with her mother
piano solo. Louise Boggs; song.
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
Junior Patrol. Capt. Laura Jame Church will be: At 10.30 “Man’s Part Mrs. Flanders will serve as care
Mrs. Viola Kuhn entertained the
son spoke on the work being done in the Divine Plan." and at 7, "Un taker for the property until Mr. Wesley Society last Thursday
by the Troop. Lieut. Millwee Pol clean.” Church School will meet at Austin's return in the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Reed, Sr with 18 present. The next meet
lard spoke on “Home Defense.”
12.
attended
funeral services .Sunday ing will be Feb. 12, with Mrs.
Refreshments were served by the
Frank D. Rowe, Wilbur Connon,
Madeline Hilton.
hostess Mrs. Laura Jameson, Mrs. Hairy Boothby attended the Knox- for Mrs. Reed’s cousin, Mrs. Olga
Lalla Blanchard and Mrs. Mary Waldo Schoolmen’s League in Lehto of Warren.
HOPE
Schoppe.
Thomaston Monday at which Dr.
Mrs.
Herbert
Hardy Ls a surgical
Richard B. Kennan, secretary of the
Baptist Church Notes
patient
at
Camden
Community;
M.T.A., Augusta was the speaker.
Worship Sunday will be at 10.45;
Hospital.
Young people of the Baptist
sermon topic, "How to be made
The heme nursing class held its!
Church will hold a box social Satur
and kept clean.” Church School
session
Monday at the heme of Mrs.
day at 7.30, at the church. Games
meets at 12; Young People at 6.
i Olive Noyes with Mrs. Elsie WiLson,
and a social are planned.
A service of worship and song will
I R. N. as leader. Much enthusiasm
Olga M. Lehto
be held at 7; sermon topic, "The
is being shewn by members of these
tentmaker and his message.”
Funeral services for Olga M.
classes.
Damariscotta Association prayer Lehto, 50. who died last Thursday
Thimble Club met Wednesday
meeting will be Monday at 7.30 at at The Lucette in Thomaston, were • In NR (Nature’s Remedy) Tablets, J with Mrs. Evelyn Brown and made a
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
the North
Edgeccmb Baptist held Sunday at the Davis funeral there are no chemicals, no minerals, no quantity of patchwork pieces.
derivatives. NR Tablets are dif
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
Church.
home in Thomaston, with Rev. Wil phenol
ferent—act different. Purely vegetable—a
small
words to a line.
Prayer and Bible study will be liam Stackhouse officiating. Burial combination of 10 vegetable ingredients
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Wednesday at 7.30.
A cottage was made at the Union Cemetery in formulated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
Special Notice: All "blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
or candy coated, their action is depend
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
meeting will be held at the home Warren.
There were numerous able, thorough, yet gentle, as millions
ments
which require the answers to be sent to The CourierWhereas. Charles Henry Sleeper and
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Genth floral
tributes.
Bearers
were of NR’s have proved. Get a 25f box Wyvern
Fei'uald, both ol Rockland,
today ... or larger economy size.
County of Knox and State of Maine,
ner on the Winslow Mills road cousins of the deceased.
by their mortgage deed dated Sep
tember 21st. 1940, and recorded in
tonight at 7.30.
Mrs. Lehto had been active to
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 266.
Anyone having old papers, maga within a few days of her death. In
Page 167. conveyed to the Rockla'nd
Loan and Building Association, a
zines, catalogs, bocks, and auto fact she helped serve at the FinnLsh
PART of store to let. Suitable for
NCTfC^ Is hereby given cl the
corporation legally organized and ex
mobile plates which they wish to coffee given under the sponsorship
isting under the laws of the State of loss of deposit book numbered 27687. i-mall office- cr small business. CRIE
CAMPY
Maine and located at said Rockland, and tlie owner of said book asks for GIFT SHOP, 470 Main St_______ 16*18
dispose of may get in touch with of Warren Lodge, I.O.O.F. recently
the following described real estate— duplicate in accordance with the pro
COATIP
TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms and
A certain lot or parcel of land situ vision of the State Law. ROCKLAND
the Baptist Young: People's So to benefit the Red Cross.
at 19 Orange St.
Call after
Far REGULAR! ated in said Rockland, and bounded SAVINGS BANK, by Edward J Hel flash;
ller Treas., Rockland. Me., Feb. 5. 5 30. MRS. NASSAR. 18 Holmes St.
She was bom at Kivijaivi, Fin
ciety or the pqstor and someone
and described as follows, to wit:
__________________________ 15*17
16*Th-22
BEGINNING at stake at corner of 1£42.
land, Oct. 31. 1891 daughter of Antti
MR TO-mOHT. TOMORROW ALRIGHT
will call for them.
lot No 21 on Water Street; thence
TWO large bedrooms to let. llrst

BLANKET SALE
Beautiful Kenwood Arondacs

i

CHAPTER XVII

Paxton reassured Janice:
• It is safer than staying here with
the fire dying. With those great gaps
Jn the base boards, the shack in
stead of being a safety zone might
prove a trap As we came up the
hill I saw a big log by the side of
the brook. It will last till dawn
if 1 can get it here. It’s not far.
There are no eyes glaring from that
direction. Keep between the shack
and the fire."
‘‘I’m going with you.”
“Janice. If you want to help, do
ns I say.” His eyes burned like twin
blue lights in his soot-streaked face.
This night must have been a gruel
ing, muscle-racking experience for
a man who had for years lived soft
ly She capitulated with sympathet-.
1c understanding.
“I will do whatever you say, Ned.
I'll keep the home fires burning,”
“That’s the stuff. See those two
humps on the trees that look like
misshapen heads hoisted on pe
tards ? The log is under those. I
noticed it when we came up the
brook Hang on to the revolver but
don’t waste a shot. Watch out. If
you see points of light between me
and Ihe fire, yell like a maniac but
don’t shoot.”
“Ned, before you go I want to
take back what I said about your
never having earned anything. To
night you have earned my unwaver
ing respect and friendship.”
“Friendship! Think I’ll be MtisJied with that?”
Slow seconds dragged into inter
minable minutes as she waited,
watched, listened. The rain had
stopped.
A warning howl rose from beyond
the fire. Heart in her mouth<she
sensed swift, stealthy movement,
green eyes shifting. The beasts had
discovered Ned. Suppose she yelled.
What help would that be to him?
Fire, only fire would keep them
back. Wood! Wood was what she
needed. Could she pull a board from
the shack? No. She might bring
the whole wobbly thing down and
be buried in the ruins. The door!
She seized it Within her welled a
terrific; physical impulse. She
wrenched the bullet-riddled thing
from the one rusty hinge. Dragging,
lifting, jerking, she dropped it on
the coals. It (lamed like a piece of
pitch pine.
Thank God for that. Instinctively
she looked up. Were her eyes de
ceiving her or were those stars?
Stars, like a million lighted win
dows They gave a sense of home
glowing through the darkness, sent
her courage soaring like a captive
balloon let loose. All her life light
ed windows had fascinated her.
A touch on her shoulder. She
started to her feet. A sob of relief
tore up as she looked into Ned Pax
ton's grimy, weary face.
“How did you get back?”

“After you threw the door on the
fire we didn’t need that log. Crawled
back. There is a pink light in the
east The wind has changed. It’s
blowing the smoke away. They will
find us soon.
Meanwhile—” he
cleared the huskiness from his voice
to suggest practically, “let’s sit on
the log. You may feast on that
broken cracker. I’ll smoke the last
cigarette."
She smiled at him tremulously.
“Ned. I like you better than ever
before. You seem so—so different.”
His mouth was grim. “Different!
I have been different since you told
me that I bought everything I want
ed. Don’t care for that word ‘like.’
I want your love, Jan.”
She laid her hand on his. Could
she make him understand?
“I love Bruce Harcourt.”
The undisciplined spirit of the man
to whom she had been engaged
flamed in his voice. “He can’t have
you. Think what I can give you.
Jewels, travel, sables, homes any
where you want them.”
“A home means more than a
house, Ned. Somehow I’ve learned
that in these last weeks. I feel
terribly old and wise tonight. A
home is built by mistakes and strug
gles as well as by love. It means
mutual sacrifices, mutual responsi
bilities, spiritual companionship.
You can’t buy a home.” She felt
the hand under hers clench. ”1
didn’t mean that you were trying to
buy my love now, really I didn't.
You will believe me, won’t you?”
He looked down at the scorched,
bruised fingers. His haggard eyes
met hers. ”1 believe you. We’ll
have no tarnish on the memory of
this night, Jan.”
“Tarnish! It will shine as clear as
—as that sliver of silver moon on
the brook.”
“Jan darling. I can’t let you go!”
•

•

•

Bruce Harcourt looked down at
Chester lying on the cot in the cabin
which had been built for Janice.
Stephen Mallory bending over the
unconscious man was real, so was
the smell of antiseptics in the air.
The coast missionary gave a final
touch to the bandaged arm and
straightened.
“He’ll be stiff for days, but noth
ing more serious unless inflamma
tion sets in. I would feel better if
he were under the care of a sur
geon. The gashes were ugly but not
deep. I’ve treated the Eskimos for
bear wounds. They are everlasting
ly paddling round ice-floes in their
kayaks, on the chance of finding
what you and Chester found, and
they're just as everlastingly getting
mauled as they attack the bears
with spears and knives. Lucky you
had a rifle. Better get to bed. Har
court, you look all in.”
(To be continued)
Read The Courier-Gazette
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NO tw&uming!
/

time is YOUR time

ALL you need to do when Daylight Saving Time goes into effect next Monday
is to set your watch and clocks ahead one hour.
Then forget about time and proceed as usual.

There will be no confusion such as you have had in past years during the summer.

Trains will run at the same time by your watch and clocks as they do today.
Keep your old time-table—it’s still good.

The 5:15 will still run at 5:15—all you

do is set your watch ahead one hour.

There’ll be no TWO-TIMING!

Blit say — your tires will last two times as long if you start using the train NOW!
IhU»
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North 4 West. 56 feet on Water Street
to North Street; thence North 82°
15' East. 96 feet to the bank; thence
Southerly by the bank 58 feet to lot
No. 21. aforesaid; thence South, 82
15' West. 97 feet by said lot No. 21 to
the place of beginning; being lot No.
22 on plan of land owned by Freeman
Harding, late of said Rockland, de
ceased. and conveyed to Freeman
Harding by quit-claim deed dated
March 1st. 1849. by Hannah I. and
Dudley P. Spofford, which deed Is re
corded ln Registry of Deeds for the
Eastern District of Lincoln. Vol 15.
Pages 407 8-9-10 11. to which reference
ls made Meaning to convey all the
land and flats connected with and
bordering on said lot. and in addition
thereto, so much of the bank and
flats as would be Included in the
Southerly half of North Street, where
lt extends to low water mark.
See deed of Freeman Harding to
Thomas S. Lindsey dated March 14th.
1868, and recorded ln Knox Reg. of
Deeds. Book 18 Page 584.
Also another lot or parcel of land
adjoining the above and bounded
and described as follows:
BEGINNING at the corner ot South
(now
Laurel)
Street.
and
Water
Street; thence North. 4° West, 58
feet by said Water Street to lot No.
22; thence North 82° 15' East by said
lot No 22, 97 feet to the hank; thence
Southerly by the bank 58 feet to
South (now Laurel) Street; thence
Westerly by said South (now Laurel)
Street 98 feet to the first, named
bound, together with the privilege of
the shore and flats in front of the
same; and known as lot No. 21. on
the partition of the estate of Freeman
Harding. Sr deceased. Together with
any buildings on either of said lots.
Reference Ls had to Eastern District
of Lincoln, now Knox County Records,
Vol. 16. Page 354. Sec deed of Han
nah I. Spofford by her attorney. Free
man Harding, to Thomas S. Lindsey,
dated April 1st. 1867, and recorded ln
Knox Reg Book 18. Page 27. Refer
ence may also be had to deed of Annie
A. Archibald.. Mercy Lindsey and Clara
G Archibald, to Frances E. Hurley,
dated June 9, 1837. and recorded ln
Knox Reg. of Deeds. Book 74. Page 388.
Excepting, however, from the above
described premises, a certain lot or
parcel of land conveyed bv Frances E.
Hurley to the I^wrence Packing Com
pany by deed dated Sept. 7th. 1928,
and recorded ln said Knox Reg. of
Deeds, Book 219. Page 256. which
deed and record thereof are referred
to for a description ln detail.
Excepting and reserving also such
rights as were conveyed by Fannie E.
and Wm. P. Hurley, to Lime Rock
Railroad Company, by deed dated Feb.
25, 1888. and recorded in Knox Reg.
Book 75. Page 364. which deed and
the record thereof are referred to for
a description in detail.
See. also,
deed of F. Helen Paiadlno to William
H. and L. Drew Betz, dated Aug. 16,
1940. and recorded in Knox Reg. Book
265. Page 56. See deed of F. Helen
Paladino to Charles Henry Sleeper and
Wyvern Fernald. dated Sept. 20th.
1940. and recorded In said Knox Reg.
Book 267. Page 63.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, said
Rockland Loan and Building Asso
ciation claims foreclosure of said
mortgage.
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
land Loan and Building Association
has caused thLs instrument to be
sealed with its corporate seal ’ and
signed in Its corporate name by I.
Lawton Bray, its Secretary, thereun
to duly authorized, this twenty-first
day of January. In the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
forty-two.
(Seal i
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION.
By I. Lawton Bray. Secretary.

10-Th-M

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

PICTURE of family group lost on
Main St. Reward.
MRS
DANIEL
STEVENS. 57 Park St., City.
15*17

floor, central location
TEL. 1247-M.
____________________________________ 15 17

EGGS AND CHICKS
SCRI. Reds chicks and barred
Rocks and roosters, tor sale. U. S.
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M. M
KINNEY, Thomaston, Me., St. George
Rd., Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 5614.
7*18
CLEMENTS Red,s — Rocks. Crosses.
Sex Links, have pep and profit ability.
Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean. Custo
mers are extra enthusiastic.
Pullet
ohicks ln all breeds. There are good
reasons, told ln free catalog
Write
for lt now. CLEMENTS BROTHERS
FARMS. Rt. 3J, Winterport, Me.

WANTED

x

GIRL or woman wanted for gen
eral housework. Every evening free
Two afternoons a week, everv Sv"'1 -v
off from 1 on.
Tel. 691-W. MRS.
GEORGE B. MILLER. West Meadow
Rd.
16-tf

In Packi

5 ROOM unfurnished modern apart
ment to let at 6 Talbot Ave. R. M
O’NEIL. Tel. 1397-R_____________ 15*17
FURNISHED and heated apirtment
to let at 14 MASONIC ST._______ LV 17
SMALL attractive upurtment to let
on 2d floor of Crockett Bldg. Bath,
range and heating installed Inquire
J A JAMESON CO
15-tf

ht>r

HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments, strictly modern. three
fooms, hath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS
Tel. 38-M. G!) Beech St.___________ 14 - tf
2 ROOM heated apt. to let, and
rooms at <4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77
Park St., Tel. 330.
12-tf

TWO unfurnished apartments to
let. 4 rooms and bath, desirable loca
tion. L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159 9-tf
«*■*-

7

HOUSE, modern improvements uixl
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH
Tel. 396-M, Ocean Ave., In Era hr in
Hill. _________________________ 13*15-tf

EXCEI LENT heated 5 or 6 room
apartment to let at 36 Pleasant St
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R.
6-il
ROOMS to let Rt 15 Grove St.. Tel
LOVE roses? Oive famous President
15 H
Hoover free. You represent nursery 579 W. FLORA COLLINS
direct. Pay weekly. Free outfit No
collecting or delivering. Write CON
NECTICUT
VALLEY
NURSERIES
Dept. K >22-24. Manchester. Conn
16*19*20*25

-' J*

* <*** '-.

'*

Sa

i

*

FOR SALE

RELIABLE man wanted to succeed
D. F. Furbish as Rawlelgh Dealer In
East Lincoln-Northwest Knox coun
ties. Selling experience unnecessary
Everything
furnished
except
car.
Splendid opportunity to step l’nto a
permanent and profitable business.
Good profits for hustler. Write at
once. RAWLEIGH’S. Dept. ME-162-10.
Albany. N. Y
16 Th-25
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, good cook,
complete charge—2 in family, another
expected, sleep ln or out. Must be
above average. Apply 11 Birch St or
Tel. 865 MK.
15-17
POSITION wanted as butcher or
meat cutter. Go anywhere. BOX 51.
Glen Cove. Me.
13*17
EXPERIENCED
mothers
helper
wanted; to sleep ln. TEL. 628-R. 14-tf
FARMS wanted -I am receiving a
variety of Inquiries for farms ln an
swer to out of State advertising. I
would like more farm listings. F. H.
WOOD. Court House, Rockland. 14-19
WOOD choppers wanted.
MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R, City.

6-tf

FURNITURE wanted to upholster
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

IH'E
R NED
iAjTlJ ro
R oteLJtR: in
HOlTlBA^jEBNi EjT
aTr EZRj~|b.E
M
ELN DCjP
tt

SIC eBad

M E NT

tt
JOBBER
mssisHass

I

HAY for sale. JOHN BURGESS. "0
Thomaston St . Tel. 1085-W.
15’17
FIVE tans of hay for sale. ELMER
P DOW , 270 Pleasant St.. Tel 918 M
City.
15*17
LAMP shades of all kinds for sale,
made to order cr remade, including
silk, georgette, homespun and parch
ment.
MRS
c
A
LUNDELL. 29
Beech St.________
14-1«
BLACK ellk dress for sale, size 40:
price $3. TEI.. 295-M
14 IG
HORSE for sale wgt. 1100, 10 yr.
old. good worker. IRVINE GENTHNEP
West Waldoboro,
14* 1G
FARM for sale. 250 acres, good
buildings and cellar, on good road,
plenty water; easy terms, price $1 000V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Te!
1154 or 77 Park St. Foss House, T>
330.___________ __ __________________ 15-tr
rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new WUI
sell as Is or separately. Reasonable for
cash. At 354 Broadway, City. CALL between 9 a. m.-8 p
FOUR

nt.

LIVE bait for sale. II. H. CRIE. 328
Main St., City.
__________
15-tf
. HABD coal for sale, stove and nut

i.1?^9kJ?ocahontas soft coal »10 25 J B
PAULSEN & SON. Tel 62. Thomaston
________ ___ ________ ________________ 15-tf
H. bard coal, egg, stove, nut
♦ 15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
New River soft, not screened
*J,025 ton del M. B. At C. O PERRY.
519 Main St., Tel. 487.
15 If

t f

FOR VALENTINt
WASHINGTON’S!

DESSERT

... IN

Now comes an< |
-a Cherry I art
on a base of deli<
is a dainty scalloi
served a dessert il

in one glorious <J
NO DELIVERIE

MISCELLANEOUS
ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairing
Shop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry
coal yard._______ ____________
12 -11
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal,

•ewing machine repairing, 'net. 314-W

14*19

Trees cover abcut one-fifth of
the earth’s surface, or roughly 8,000,000 square miles.

•«'t

Biss Rudj Vallee. * I

J
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ement; we do not
eV'TVthinti else.

Antique
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Club

loi'if

met

Monday

Hauen, Granite

Fi field 11 o u been ill for
week , is much improved
.like to be about the house,
r Strachan and Ezra Cou
nt
Monday lo Hartford.

9.95

s
$2.25

70x80,

George Bragdcn and Mrs.
Smalley were hostess Sunyht at a shower party given
home of Mrs. Bragdcn to
;
7rge
Moulton Jr., teacher in
c
and third grades, Washlngol, who was recently marA large group of friends with
• •hers cf the High Sehool
he f hools were present. Re,-iik. were served including a
cake, with miniature bride
cm—made and handsomely
h by Mrs. Anne Carver. The
complete and pleasant
. lo Mi Moulton wiso wag
lii.i nt of many useful and
ive gifts.
Farm Bureau mitriti n
1 be held Monday afteri!d evening, starting at 4
it the J atter Day Saints
AU persons interested may
Mrs. Agnes Snialleyi

ol, 72x84, 2.58

101.72x84,6.95 UA
?^7,vz

Phillips entertained at her
Saturday in honor of her
.i lhfl’jy .hi ly Ciayter, Muriel
Norma Wiiitliington, Betty
.Annette Burgess, Anne W« biinie Phillips, Dellie Norton,
ond Norton, Wyman PhilTimmy fane, Valoris Young,
e Conw>y, Lermond Dzughty,
Robinson. Richard Tolman,
Bagley, David Bagley, Bruce
Mack Gilchrist and Edward

Dyer. Miss Jane received many
pretty gifts. Refreshments were
served and the afternoon spent in
playing games.
rDie Glad Hand Class or Union
Church Sunday Sclieol met Monday
night at the home of Miss Marion
Oakes. After a business meeting,
refreshments were served and the
evening spent with games. Those
piesent were Mrs. C. S. Mitchell,
teacher, Beatrice Burgess., Marion
Philbrook. Irene Ames, Barbara
Mfils, Delmar Calderwood and Ma
tia Robinson.
Mrs. William Brogan cf Danbury,
N. H, who has been visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. F. A.. Brown
left, Tuesday for San Francisco,
ft here Mr. Brogan a retired Rrmy
afficer is serving in the Signal
Corps.
The first of a series of “Vanish
ing Teas.” to be held in the interest
of the Conference Claim fund of
Un.on Church wa.s given Tuesday
afternoon by Mr.s. A. A. Peterson
and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson at lhc
home cf Mrs. Peterson. A repast was
served and the afternozn spent with
sewing and knitting. Those present
were Mrs. C. S. Mitchell, Mrs. Scott
Littlefield, Mrs. O. V. Drew, Mis.
Pdward Greenleaf, Mr.s. Herbert
Patrick, Mr.s. Harry Coombs, Mrs.
Sada Robbins, Mrs. A. E. Libb.v.
Mrs. Owen Roberts and Mrs. Keith
Carver.
Mr.s. Sadie Cobb is ill at her home.
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club' met
Tuesday at the home of Miss Ma
rion Johnson. The cooking and sew
ing girls worked on their projects.
Refreshments were served. Those
present were Marise Gray. Marion
White. Ituth Carver, John Johnson,
Irene Ames, Mildred Philbrook Mo
rion Philbrock and the leaders Mrs.
Anne Carver and Mr.s. Marion Lit
tlefield. The C'.vb will hold a cake
and candy sale at Senter Crane's
store Saturday at 2.30
Mr.s. Pauline Hutchinson of Rock-

Tempting Tea! Made Easily!

SALADA”

&
LUMN

TEA-BAGS

ceod three lines InIl cents. Additional
nr three times. Five

In Packages of 100’s, 36’s, 18’s and 9’«
flled I. e. advertlse■nt to The Courieritional.

TO LET
ore to let. Suitable for
r sinull business. C’RIE
470 Mala St._______ 16*18

(T to let. 5 rooms and
|9 Orange St. Call after
NASSAR. 18 Holmes St.
15*17

SCORES AGAIN WITH

bedrooms to let. llrst
n
TEI, 1247-M.
____________ 15 17

■atl

ifurnlshed modem apartat 6 Talbot Ave. R. M
1397-R______________ 15*17
lED and heated upirtment
MASONIC ST._______ 15*17

it!iat tive upurlineut to let
r of Crockett Bldg. Bath,
heatltig installed. Inquire
2SON CO

Ill I'ltliUI HIM TARTS
FiBkUASY’S SEALTEST OESSETT OF TEE MONTH

____________ 15-tf

30
Braird new heated
trlelly modern.
three
ctovta and reMRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
I Beech St.
14-tf

13-15-tf

itATA.

5 or 6 room
35 Pleasant St.

Tc.

1051-R.

UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS

BONDS

Eastern Star Installation
Rosewood Chapter, O.E.S. held its
annual installation of officers Jan.
30. with a number of visiting friends
present. Past Matron Mabel B.
iI
I
Ccbb, assisted by Past Matron L.
Caroline Adams as marshal. Rev.
Mary S. Gibson as chaplain, and
Past Matron Ora R. Bryant as or
ganist. installed these efficers: Mrs.
l
Hattie L. Morse, worthy matron;
land i.s guest of her mother, Mrs
MEDOMAK
Howard W Holmes, worthy patron;
Angus Hennigar.
Mr. and Mr.s. I.. W. Osier and Mrs. Bernice E. Drummond, asso
three children visited Sunday ciate matron; Bertrand A. Drum
SWAN'S ISLAND
with Mr. Osier’s sister. Mrs. W. H. mond associate patron; Harold P.
Whitehill-Stockbridge
Kiene at Head ride.
Cobb, secretary; Alleinc W. Adams,
A pretty home wedding was sol
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney of Cushing treasurer; Mrs. Clara J. Sweetland,
emnized at high neon Sunday nt is visiting at thc home of her conductress; Mrs. Effie H. Sibley,
the home of the bride's parents, Mr. daughter Mr.s. C. H. Shuman.
associate conductress; Rev Mary S.
and Mrs. Calvin Sacckbririge when
Mrs.
Astor
Willey recently Gibson, chaplain; Mrs. Harriet E.
their daughter, Leila Viola was passed a few days with her sister, Knight, marshal; Mrs. Ora R. Bry
united in marriage to Philip Jack Mrs. Clarence Eugley in Waldo ant, organist; Mrs. Mildred M.
Whitehill, Jr. of Schenectady. N. Y., boro.
Hemenway, warder; Willard S. I
son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip J.
M. L. Shuman is a patient at Morse, sentinel.
Whitehill cf Pittsfield. Mass. Rev. the Miles Memorial Hospital.
Tire retiring matron. Mrs. Drum
Carl Hall was the officiating clergy
Mr.s. Rose Carter visited at her mond, installed the Star Points-, as 1
man, using thc single ring service. home in Round Pond recently.
follows: Mrs. Mabel B. Cobb. Adah;
Miss Stockbridge was given in
Mrs. Fred Hansen and Mrs. Mrs. Hattie E. Marriner, Ruth; Mrs.
marriage by Iter father. Tiie couple Hoyt Shuman of Camden spent Francella M. Moody, Esther; Mrs.
were attended by the bride’s cousin, Sunday at M. L. Shuman's.
Julia E. B. Levenseller. Martha; and
Loel Staples as best man and Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barter and Mrs. L. Caroline Adams, Electa.
rion Staples as maid of honor. They Mrs. Josie Carter were in town
The installation ceremony was
stozd under an arch made of green the past week, called! by the death interspersed with a vocal and in
foliage, yellow roses and other dev of their father. Eugene Genthner. strumental solo, bv Mrs. Drummond.
iations were peach gladiolas.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Teele are
^mediately after the installation,
The bride was attired in blue vel visiting Mrs. Teele’s parents in this additional program was given:
vet with a corsage of yellow roses. South Waldoboro.
Salute to the Flag and the singing
Mrs. Martha Prior was recent
The maid cf honor was attired in
ot “God Bless America,” by all;
dusty rose with corsage of yellow guest of her daughter, Mrs. Astor readings, by Fred A. Schofield; and
Miller at Dutch Neck.
roses.
the singing of “America,” by all.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy af
At the conclusion of the ceremony,
Remarks W’ere marie by Mrs. Gibson,
a reception was held with the 6ride Friendship visited Sunday at Ihe incoming matron, Mrs. Morse, in !
and groom cutting the wedding Freda Collainore's.
behalf of the chapter, presented ,
cake. ,Guests numbered 28. Re
Io fS>e retiring matron, Mr.s. Drum-i
freshments were served by Mr. and
mond, a past matron’s jewel, and !
CUSHING
Mr.s. Myron Sprague. Mrs. Laura Schozl in District 3, Cove Schodl, the latter presented to the retiring
Stinson, Mrs. Hulda Chandler, Mrs. is clcsed owing to the prevalence oY patron. Mr. Drummond, a past pa- j
Oscar Knight and Mrs. Mertice Col- mumps and German measles*
tron's jewel as a personal gift. Mrs. ■
berth.
Mrs. Sarali Seavey celebrated JTOe' E.uVnmond also presented gifts to,
The bride’s traveling outfit was a 86th birthday, Sunday, her slater' her' installing officer and marshal, :
wine colored dress with hat td Carrie Geyer passing tlip day with,, Mrs£ Cobb and Mrs. Adams. At con- 1
her.
. (( _c&2T- n of the installation and pro- ;
match.
Mr.
Cogan
and
Miss
Leila
Clarke
( gram, all marched to the dining
Tiie couple left Monday for their
of
Thomaston
were
dinner
guests
I hall and enjoyed a bountiful sup
apartment in Schenectady, N. Y.
Sunday at James Seavey’s.
*■
per.
Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, who owns a I
MONHEGAN
ccttage at Bird Point, is in Eagle
The Sea and Shore Fisheries beat Springs, N. C., and her mother Mrs.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Maine called here Saturday bring W. Gowdy in Southern Pines. N. C.
Sunday School has been discon
ing George Smith, Sr. wh; had Her daughter Marianna Rockwell tinued during the menth of Febru-1
been ill in thc St. Andrews Hospital. is a student at Oak Grove school, ary. Services will be in English
Boothbay Hai bor. Tiie captain of Vassalboro, from which she is to
in the church Sunday night. At the
the Maine akso took the mother graduate in June.
monthly business meeting it was de- I
and nephew of Vinal Goss Sr., to
F. I. Geyer, Roland Prior, J. W. cided to hold a baked bean supper
Port Clyde. Mr. Foss and daughter Olson and Dcnald Crute are chop
Feb. 19.
Jeannette accompanying them.
ping pulp wood for S. H. Olson.
Vernzn Burton is on the mainland
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney is visiting her
for a few day®
daughter. Mrs. Cliffoid Shuman in
Thcmas Orne has returned frem Medomak.
B. S. Geyer attended the meeting

Charlctte Stanley has the Ger- of the municipal efficers Wednes
day in Rockland.
' man measles.
A daughter. Marcia Evelynne, was'
Capt. Earl Field. Sr., and Adolph
Stevens started for Boothbay Har bom Jan. 20 to Mr. and Mrs. Webb
bor Sunday in the smack Gull. Ow , Barnes, at a Georgia hospital. Mr.
ing to engine trouble, they were and Mrs. Barnes spent Summers in
I thLs tewn.
j forced to return to the Island.

□dern improvements and
MRS ORRIN SMITH.
Ocean Ave.. Inerahrm
heated

BUY

a visit in Rockland.

ifurnlshed apartments to
and bath, desirable locaTHl'RSTON. Tel. 1159. 9-tf

let ..'

rORBHHHSE

5-lt

let at 15 Orove St.. Tel
Mt\ COU.IN8
15 if

fEI

-m

CAIN’S
MAYONNAISES^
\

CAIN S IS

14 ia

FOR VALENTINE’S DAY PARTIES . . . PO*

le wgt. 1100. io y£*
IRVINE GENTHNER
14*16

pVASKfNGrON’S BIRTHDAY .. . FOR FAMILY

le. 250 acres, good
"liar, on good road,
sv terms, price $1.OOP283 Main St.. TelSt. Foss House. Tel_______ 15-tf

complete house f’irpractically new. WUI
rately. Reasonable for
rdway. City. CALI, be
II. H. CRIE. 328
15 tf

lt for sale.
ty.

;oal for sale, stove and nut
ontas soft coal $10 25. J- ® •
SON. Tel 62. Thomaston.
15-tI
rard coal, egg, stove, nut
n. del. Nut, size and rut*
River soft, not screene«

15

tf

•a ( berry 1 art. Ripe, red luscious cherries glow and sparkle
n a base of delicious Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream. Around them

a dainty scalloping of frozen whipped cream. Never have you
sru-.I a dessert that combines more eye appeal and taste appeal
1 one glorious combination!

NO DELIVERIES FROM PLANT —AT OUR DEALERS’ ONLY

FRO-JOY
ICE CREAM

waste removal;
Ing. TBL- 3H’*9,

Sealtetl, Inc. and this comp.ni
art nnJer the samt ownership

Kl W, I,In Mt ltt«

j

44c

'Oft comes another of those popular Sealtest Ice Cream Tarts

Shoe Repairing
opposite

quare miles.

wn

Bath.

(DESSERT ... IN CARTONS OF 4 .. .

ICELLANEOUS

covtr abcut one-fifth of
h's surface, or roughly 8,-

School at the Corner is closed on
account of measles.
Charlotte Caddy spent the week
end in Portland with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Andersen of
Bath were visitors in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Olsen cf Bath
were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Swan Jacobsen.
Darold Hocking has returned to
Colby College after the mid-year re
cess.
Henry Caddy has employment in

hWM IM** » ’*■«“ *

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
kockland. me.

Mrs. Ella Robinson whe has been
ill for several weeks, is much im
proved.

Ko wonder Private Jones’ buddies are
swiping his cookies. His inom made
them with RUMFORD, the baking
powder that contains no alum, never
leaves a bitter taste. FREE: Send for
NEW booklet, containing dozens of
bright ideas to improve your baking.
Address: Rumford Baking Powder,
Box B, Rumford, R. I. Send today.

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely

Checks Perspiration

Buy Defense Bonds ond Stamps

SUPERMARKETS

dHa&rrc MMCMS !e>
"ON ITS STOMACH”

Be paworn

hr/ MU
\uuueeep
&•»/»/

The United States of America is the best fed
nation in the world. Every home-r.iaker should
learn more about nutrition. A better knowledge
'on this subject will help keep her family well.
A healthy family is always happier—a health
ier man or woman can work better and longer
hours than those who are not properly fed.
FACTS ★ YOU SHOULD KNOW ★.

NUTRITION

Oranges ara a good valuo right now. Squeeze fruit juice juit be
fore you um it. Don’t let it stand. Oranges supply Vitamin C, one
of the vitamins wo must get every day as it cannot be stored in
our systems. Grapefruit and lemons also supply this vitamin and
to do tomatoes and other vegetables, especially those eaten raw.
Vitamin C helps to build teeth and bones; to keep the gums
healthy and to strengthen the walls of the blood vessels.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

331 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
FANCY BROOKSIDE

Butter Creamery—Best Quality
Soda Crackers

PORK LOINS
2-LB.
PKG.

MAY
FLOWER

Mild Cheese

WHOLE MILK
VARIETY

Sliced Bacon

RINDLESS
SUGAR CURED

Pure Lard

Prune Plums
Beets

DELICIOUS-SWEET
FANCY TENDER

CHUCK ROAST

29-OZ
29OZ
TINS

n

X

FANCY FOWL

COOKED HAMS
BONED and ROLLED IF DESIRED

20 OZ
TINS

WHITE
SPRAY

Pea Soup

LAMB FORES

1 LB
TINS

uchi.

17c

2

08c
pt 33c
LB 2 3c
LB

ORANGES
NATURAL COLOR

♦

FINAST TOMATO JUICE

LB

FLORIDA—TREE RIPENED

OLDE' STYLE BREAD
HAS EXTRA VALUEEXTRA FINE QUALITYEXTRA FLAVORENRICHED WITH
VITAMIN B and MINERALS

/. .ai

FANCY MACKEREL
OYSTERS FOR STEWING
FILLET OF HADDOCK

29 OZ
TIN

FRENCH STYLE

TENoer: ....

LB

LAMB LEGS

2% LB
PKC

HABITANT

LS

SMOKED-READY TO EAT-WHOLE c;

29 OZ
TINS

W

LB

4 lo 6-LB AVERACE

□J

Libby's Corned Beef
Cake Flour

LB

BAC

2

FINAST-Prepared
In Sauce -

FACE RUMP
BONELESS OVEN OR POT ROAST

30-OZ
In Heavy Syrup
TIN

Squash

g
LB 35c

24’/2-LB

FINAST

FINAST-Fancy Colden
A Big Food Value

STEAKS

JUICY TENDER
.
CUTS
SONELESS CLEAR HEAVY CORN FED STEER bltr

24'/2-LB
BAC

rlOUr
DA*hrltAe RICHMOND
readies SLICED or HALVES

LB

PORTERHOUSt-N Y SIRLO.N BOITOM ROUND CU8f

LB

REFINED

Old Homestead
PASTRY

Spaghetti

LB

1LB
PKG. i

Bread Flour
Claaeew

EITHER END
FRESH PORK TO ROAST

(VITAMINS A-B1-C)

17
PKCS 13
DAINTY JELL
iS
2 LB | y
ROCKWOOD COCOA
TIN 1 Z
WHITE SPRAY MACARONI 3
14
SUNSWEET PRUNES
&‘18
3
3

',4,SZ

39c
Z“49c

LARCE
SIZE

2 ”■

EXTRA
LARCE

KELLOGG'S ALL BRAN
18
PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH
19
12^-OZ 4 4
V-8 COCKTAIL 8 SBlE
TIN
II
14i/2-oz^ B
ALL GREEN ASPARAGUS

2 TINS

EDUCATOR CRAX
MOSS ROSE
MARMALADE
PURE ORANGE
PLAIN or
RALEIGH CIGARETTES CORK
TIP

5.25c

Grapefruit

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST (Vitamin C)

GRANDMA IN
HER CHAIR

1.

'

Does not rot dresses or men’s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
Arrid is the LARGEST EELUNG
DEODORANT. Try a jar today!

__

ARRID

39<a>«r

At all (tarca sclUag toilet govd*
(also ia 1O< MdS««ja»>

6 0R 17c

Lemons L£eE

DELICIOUS EATINC (Vitamins A-C)

Apples

4 LBS

NATIVE

25c

(Vitamins A-C)

PKC

ECH 25c

Celery ^2*

/r D/DNT TAKE ME L0KE TO
EINO OUT FIRST NATIONAL'
COEEEE IE ALWAYS EKESH S

FANCY TEXAS (Vitamins C-C)

Bunch Beets

5c

BCHS

CALIFORNIA ICEBERG (Vitamins A-C)

2 HDS

Lettuce

2

Peas
KYBO2,aM9‘.COPLEYtK29<

OTTKEEP”

quickly, once they discover that the real
! eauee of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of tak
ing the excess acids and wnste out of the
biood. They help moet people pass about 3
piste a day.
....
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
When disorder of kidney function permits
Read Down
Rea<LE,P
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
A-M.
PM'
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
njghts, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dittinesa. Frequent or scanty
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
with smarting and burning some7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3-30 I passages
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
,
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan •
945 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.1-30 Pills,
used successfully by millions fcr over
40 years. They give happy relief and will help
111-tT
tbe 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ous waste from your blood. Cet Doss s Pills,

Song. "Remember Pearl Harbor”
by Ruth Richardson; reading,
"Ketitue'kv Belle” by Florence
Allen; stunt. Mrs. Georgia Browntil; reading by Wilfred Ifobbs;
quiz on “The State of Maine,”
Mrs. Bernice Robbins; and a
•Question Box” by Vernon Merri
field and Frederick Brownell. At
tendance numbered over 40

FIRST NATIONAL

DlfUMAUn A Popular Coffee*) 1 -LB
Kl VnfVIwleU At a Popular Price A BACS
England* 1 LB
JOHN ALDEN A New
Favorite
J BACS1

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle an Haut, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
1 She’s as Lively as a YoungsterEffective Sept. 16. 1941
Now her Backache is better
Eastern Standard Time
I
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

a special meeting witli harvest sup1 per to confer the third and fourth
Owls Head Grange has been In degrees on two candidates, Eugene
vited to the Valentine party to be (c. Dunbar and Everett Pr.ibtiee
• • • «
hefd Feb. 16 at the meeting ot I
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston,
Mrs. Addie Marruu: was chair
• • • •
man of thc supper served MonSouth Hope Grange has changed ! day at Hope Grange, being as.-isits regular meeting time from Wed i ted by Mrs. E. Ercwn. Mrs. M.
nesday to Mcnday evenings. This Beverage and Mrs. F. Allen. A
to begin Monday evening Feb. 9. program presented by the lecturer.
Friday evening Feb. 6 there will be Mrs. M. Robbins, consisted of:

Grange Corner

RUMFORD BAKING POWDER 'VS2 21
HURFF'S SOUPS
or TOMATO
l^C!10

ST. GEORGE

'OR SALE
JOHN BURGESS. 90
Tel 1085-W.
15*17
,av I >r sale. EI.MER
Pie . ant St.. Tel 918 M
________ 15*17
f all kinds for sale.
,r remade, including:
Jinespun and parch
A
LUNDELL. 29
_______ 14-lfi
~ for sale, size 40:

A Canteen meeting was held at
Victor Grange hall Jan. 27 with Mrs.
Newbert of Belfast as the speaker.
Mrs. Newbert outlined lessons on
food nutrition and emergency feed
ing. She was assisted by Mrs. Kay
Byers, the canteen sub-chairman
for this town. Another lesson will
be given as soon as arrangements
can be made. Mrs. Philip Crosby
accompanied Mrs. Newbert and
spoke briefly on Home Nursing, a
course In which will be given here
later.
Mrs. Mary Salisbury and Mrs
Myrtle Sherman of Camden called
last Thursday on friends here. ’
Miss Martha Hartshorn vbdted
last Thursday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, In Swan
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay and son
Arnold of Scuth Liberty were guests
Friday of Belle Howes and Fred
Wiley.

Private Jones

heated apt
to let. and
14 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77
330 _______________ 12-tf

pNT

SEARSMONT

TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

Page Five

DATE and NUT
BREAD
DELICIOUS READY TO SERVE DESSERT

2

8-OZ.
TINS

LIVER SPREAD
MORRELL'S—delicious 12-oz
1c
Jb I
HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS

TIN

25c

COD LIVER OIL
SAVE AT LEAST 2S <
Pure - Biologically Tested and Guaranteed to Contain All the
Vitamin A and D Units So Necessary in Children's Diets
PINT
BOT

8 OZ
BOT.

JKbW

ins

17c

MOR
WHOLESOME, DELICIOUS
LUNCHEON MEAT

12-OZ.
TIN

31‘
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Double Feature “Camden” Friday, Saturday

Release New Cars

THOMASTON
/\

Henderson Makes An Inter
esting Statement Con
cerning Automobiles

A.

SHIRLEY T. WTTJ.TAMH
Correspondent
ft ft A ft

A procedure for releasing new
passenger cars that had been pur
Oscar H. Crie returned Monday to chased but not delivered, before the
his boat after a seven-day furlough, government “froze" all automobiles
during which time he harvested a sales cn January 1 was announced
part of his ice crop. Mrs. Crie is today by Leon Henderson, Admin
to manage the Thomaston Ice Co. istrator cf the Office of Price Ad
henceforth, with Walter Hastings ministration.
driving the ice truck.
The release procedure, which
Pvt. Charles Bell is attending the takes the form of an crder issued
Signal Corps School at Port Mon by Mr. Henderson under the civilian
mouth, N. J.
rationing authority given him by
Mrs. Theodore Rowell entertained I Donald M. Nelsen, Chairman of the
the Baptist Mission Circle Tuesday, War Production Beard, became
at a work meeting. During the effective on February 2. However,
business session plans were dis local rationing boards will net be
cussed for the World’s Day of empowered to issue certificates perPrayer, Feb. 20, and it was an- mitting purchasers to obtain their
nounced that the next meeting “frozen” cars until February 12. The
would be held at Mrs. Minnie Wil- plan also lists a limited group of
son’s. This will be a program buyers, including the Army, Navy,
meeting with Mrs. Evelyn Perron and other Federal agencies directly
in charge. Mrs. Leona Wilson as- ielated to the fighting services, who
sisted the hostess in serving ice will continue to be able to buy new
cream and cake. Other members cars without applying to local
present were Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. boards.
Grace Andrews, Mrs. Ruby Hall, General rationing of new passen
Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Mrs. Dora Kal- ger cars to eligible users obtaining
loch, Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs. Ber purchase certificates from their local
tha Lovejoy, Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh, boards will not begin before Feb. 26
Mrs. Myrtle Strong, Mrs. Marie1 It is expected that an amendment
Singer, Mrs. Edith Kilbom, Mrs. setting up the eligible classifications
Evelyn Perrcn, Mrs. Minnie New will be issued in the near future.
bert and Miss Eliza Whitney.
In crder to cbtain a new' car that
Oeneral Knox Chapter, D. A. R., was purchased, but not delivered, on
met Monday at the home of Mrs or before January 1, 1942, the buyer
Annie D. Willey. During the busi must produce before his local board,
ness session the delegates and al one of three types of evidence of
ternates to the State Conference purchase.
in Portland, March 18 and 19 were
chosen thus: Delegates, Mrs. Kath
erine C. Derry, regent; Mrs. Annie
D. Willey, Mrs, Mary W. Overlock
Gecrgc “Gabby” Hayes, Gale
and Mrs. Lilia B. Elliot; alternates. Storm and Roy Rogers in a scene
Miss Hortense B. Wilson, vice-re- from the Republic Picture, "Red
gent, Mrs. Eliza W. Walker, Mrs. River Valley.”
I^vinia G. Elliot and Mrs. Eleanor
Now playing two big features
S. Mossman.
"Gentleman at Heart" with Cesar
A special town meeting will be “Rcmero and "Devil Pays Off,” with
held Friday night at 7 o’clock at J. Edward Bromberg and Osa MasWatts hall to determine the wishes san. Every Friday evening is “Coun
of the townspeople in regard to the
try Store.” AU kinds cf gifts given
discontinuance or re-opening of the away.
Pleasant street bridge.
The need for books to send to day at 2 o’clock at the Cushing
men in the armed forces is effec Funeral Home fcr George M. Bur
tively expressed in an attractive kett, who died Monday night at the
poster displayed in the window of home of Dr. B. H. Kellar. Rev. II.
the public library. The poster is F. Leach will officate and burial
the w'ork of James Gillchrest and is will be in the Thomaston cemetery.
worthy of note.
Mr. Burkett was born in this
Officers of Grace Chapter, O. E. S. town May 12, 1861, son of Dexter and
will rehearse Sunday at 3 o’clock in Evelyn Watts Burkett.
preparation for the installation
He is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Monday.
William Tibbetts and Mrs. Emma
This town is approaching its Starrett
of
Rockland;
three
quota in the Red Cross War Fund, brothers william and Samuel Bur.
the amount now having reached I kett of Rockland and Nelson Burkett
$1200 with $450 yet to go. It is j Qf thb tQwn and & nephew Ralph
hoped that the dance at Watts hall I Burkett> of Thomaston.
Friday will add substantially to
this fund and tickets for this are
now’ on sale. The chest of silver
given by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mc
Donald netted $50 and was won
by Miss Katheryn Jameson.
At its meeting last night Wil- |
liams-Brazier Post voted to buy a
$100 defense bond.
Beta Alpha will meet Monday
night at the Baptist vestry to knot
a quilt.
Mayflower Temple will inert Fr day. There will be no supper pre
ceding the meeting.
_ , _ t
,, ,
Early Dutch and English settlcGeorge M. Burkett
; ments in America used wampum as
Funeral services will be held to- legal tender.

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

Tel. 190

Park Friday-Saturday

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer lo this puzzle on page four
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HORIZONTAL
1-Large cask
4-Conaume
7-0ne hundred fiftyone
10- Anger
11- Prank
13— A fowl
14- Gained
1$-A race
18- Repetition of words
as a meant of
learning
19- Deeorate
20- Very warm
21- Hlgh card
22- Lace fabric
24-Public life
26-Conveyed, as
property
29- Conjunetion
30- Negative
31- Looked after
3S-Make obete
38-Look

m4
4fe

17
52

51
55

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
39- Giri’s name

40- Rodent
41- A concluding word
43-Native of Scotland
45-Cord
47-Made lace
50- Garden tool
51- Slumber
53- Solution leached
from ashes
54- Ever (contr.)
55- Make a mistake
56- Even (contr.)
VERTICAL

1- Contend with
2-A constellation
3- Extreme fright
4- Make precious
5- Near by
6- Tinged
7- Harmonlzed
8- Lion (Latin)

53

5b
VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Tavern
11- Of age (Latin abbr.)
12- Vehicle
15-Remark
17-Prong
20-Atimid rodent (pi.)
23- Dogma
24- Rude bed
25-Before
27- Epoch
28- A title (Sp.)
32- C loser
33- Prefix. Half
34-Swing loosely
35- More rapid
36- A horse’s gait
37- Gossip

42-Half ema
44-To match or outdo
♦5-Pronoun
46-Part of the foot
48- Scrutinize
49- Lair

52-Comparative suffix

STRAND THEATRE
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Toni Pietroski is visiting
ents Mr. and Mrs. Lcuis R I
until Sunday while on lea
his unit stationed at Portia
bor. He is recovering fron.
ness that has confined hin
post hospital for the past fiv

department devoted to new’s items concerning these
patriotic organizations

Rosalind Russell, Don Ameche and Kay Francis in the fast moving comedy
“Feminine Touch,” plus the Three Mesquiteers in “Gangs of Sonora.”

Red Cross Policies

Rockland Lions

Chairman Rice Tells What Local Speakers Discuss De
fense—Beefsteak Din
Knox County Chapter
ner a Feature
Is Bound By
The “surprise” in connection
with yesterday’s meeting of the
Rcckland Lions Club awaited the
members whose names were drawn
i
lot to serve as five-minute
i speakers on the general subject
of National Defense. Fortified by
The Thorndike Hotel's exception
ally fine beefsteak dinner, with
mushrocm sauce and other fixings
nobody dodged the issue.
Dr. J. F. Burgess was the enter
tainment chairman, while Virgil
F. Studley conducted the “lottery”.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwlck, speak
ing in his capacity as administra
tor of police duties, told of hav
ing 300 deputies scattered through
out the county (100 of them in
Rockland) and all registered at
the Clerk of Courts office. Brad
ford Burgess told of serving with
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon cn the first
aid committee and of the value
the service was apt to prove.
Frank H. Ingraham, who de
clared that: Most of us don’t
know what is being done “told of
his duties as an associate member
of the selective draft board, and
the difficulty of segregation in
connection with the matter of de
pendants.
A. W. Gregory felt that the
Lions were not doing as much as
the other clubs; that there was
plenty which can be done, and
that 6we should make ourselves
felt.” Eugene E. Stoddard told of
attending bombing meetings con
ducted by Fire Chief Van E. Rus
sell.
J. N. Southard said that cloth
ing was being assembled, supplied
by the Red Cross, and that the
members of the committee knew
exactly what to do in the event of
an emergency.
Dr. G. W. Soule made a strong
argument in faver of a blood
plasm bank, for Knox Hospital,
and the tremendous value it would
have for patients.
Interested listeners at yester
day's proceedings were former
Representative Arthur K. Walker
of Rockport, Liens Sanborn and
Libby of Vinal haven, and the for
mer's guest, “Mayor” Townsend of
Vinalhaven.
Secretary Burgess read a letter
from Gov. Sewali expressing his
pleasure at the co-cperation being
shown by the club in the matter
of defense.
Many of the members voted to
attend the Chamber of Commerce
annual meeting which will be
held in connection with the Ro
tary meeting Friday neon Feb. 27.
The other service clubs, and non
members of service clubs are in
ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tisdale vited.
and sons Arthur and Douglas of
Gardiner were guests Sunday at the
home of Myron Hutchins.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
and children, Raymond Rodney,
A ft ft ft
Jean and Gloria of Dexter pased
NAOMA MAYHEW
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Correspondent
W. A. Jackson and also visited at
ft ft ft ft
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Tel. 713
Havener at the village.
Stanley Harriman who was in
Mrs. Aubrey Clark is a surgical
Fryeburg several weeks, has re
patient in a Bangor hospital
turned home.
The Baptist prayer meeting and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tisdale ot
praise
service will be held tonight
Gardiner were callers Sunday on
at 7.30 o'clock, followed by an im
friends here.
portant business meeting.
Miss Edith Harry of Augusta
The teacher had asked the class
spent
the week-end with Iher
to write an essay on “Oqr Dpg”.
mother.
Mrs. Lucille Hary.
Yung Jimmy was the first to finish.
Mr.
and
Mrs. A. B. Sides of Bos
His' effort read: “Our Dog, *We
ton
are
in
tewn. called by the
haven't get one.”
death of Mr. Sides’ brother,
George of Rockville.
! Old at There is yet $500 to be collected
for the Red Cross Emergency Fund
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at the home of Mrs. Betty Mcplewi. old
wry-ttii
Donald, ciinten.
Keryn ap Rice, chairman of the
Knox County Chapter cf the Red
Cross has issued the following
statement in regard to the policies
of the Chapter:
1 This office has no authority
cf its own. It proceeds upon rules,
regulations and decisions laid
down by the members of the Knox
County Chapter, guided by the
National policies of The Ameri
can National Red Cross. Wcrk
done for the Knox County Chap
ter or gifts made to it, are there
fore free-will offerings. In guiding
the operations, this office tries to
follow the principles of good
judgment, common sense -and
good-will.
2. Being a Red Cross unit cnly,
this office cannot lay down rules,
or give orders, to any other or
ganization, and especially not to
any Civil Defense group. This
office is the willing servant of
Civil Defense. Civil Defense units
will of course look to their own
organization for instructions. We
acknowledge
many
important
services freely given to us by Civil
Defense.
3. Any quotas of work or
money issuing from this office are
requests only. As far as humanly
possible, the express consent of
the representatives of a Branch
is secured before its quota is an
nounced.
.
'
4. It is expected that members
will live up to their obligations,
and do their part toward the ac
complishment of the common task.
Members have the right to cause
their voice to be heard, by appear
ing at regular meetings, or if
necessary demanding special meet
ings.
5. Any person who volunteers
or agrees to do work for the Red
Cross is expected to live up to the
obligation which has been shoul
dered. even if that means putting
up w’ith the oddities of queer per
sonalities. Conspicuous failure to
carry the self-imposed burden
may make it necessary for us to
take away the right to work for
the Red Cross, perhaps even in a
public manner.
6. As for our Instructors, wc
expect them to work harder than
the members of their classes. We
expect them to use the time-tried
methocis which have proved most
effective. Short-cuts are cut. Stu
dents who wish to learn are will
ing to work cn problems them
selves, whether of mind or of
bodily effort.
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For saie at ail good drug storao every
where, iu Rockland at C. U. Moor & Co.
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William J. Sullivan, chairman of
the Disaster Committee, has an
nounced that Donald Crie, Sidney
Harden. Ernest House. Lloyd Law
rence, W. Seymour Cameron,
Frank Piper, Erwm M. Spear. J.
W. "Robinson and I onald Cough
lin have been adoeo to the Disas
ter First Aid Rescue Squads cf
which Harold Whitehill is chair
man.
About 500 are in training in the
varicus classes offered under the
Civilian Defense-Red Cross train
ing courses for the present emer
gency. Many of these have re
ceived some instruction and a few
hold certificates from their class
es. At the present time the reg
istration is approximately as fol
lows: First Aid, classes including
both men and women, 89 in addi
tion to several classes for men
only; Home Nursing, 79; Volun

teer Nurses Aid. 28; Nutrition. 70;
Chemical Warfare, 102; Air Raid
Wardens 75; Disaster (First Aid
Rescue and Labor) 100. New classes are being formed as fast as in
structors can be secured and
there are long waiting lists for
most of the courses being offered.
It is hoped to start several new
1 classes in First Aid this week as
some of the other courses can not
be taken until a First Aid certifi
cate has been secured.
Contrary to rumors the Red
Cross knitting room at 447 Main
street has plenty of yarn on hand
and knitters are needed badly to
make sweaters for men. women and
children. The room is open every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon
from 2 to 4 o'clock and the ladies
in charge will be mere than glad
to supply yarn to anyone request
ing it.
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They Have a Chance To
“Make” the Junior Fed
eration Orchestra
While the following .announce
ment from Mrs. Guy P. Gannett,
president of the National Federa
tion of Music Ciubs, was not re
ceived in time to make the date
mentioned therein (Feb. 1st) cf
seeming value, it is possible that if
there are many young musicians in
this section who wish to have audi
tions for the Junior Federation
Orchestra now being organized,
arrangements can be made if appicaticns are sent immediatey ac
companied by expanation why not
sent prior to Feb. 1st:
“John C. Gatchell, East Parsonfield, chairman of the Junior Fed
eration Orchestra under the aus
pices of the Maine Federation of
Music Clubs, announces that appli
cations are being received for audi
tions from high school age pupils
who will make up the state-wide
orchestra. Because of the lack of
a list cf music supervisors in the
public schools in the State, Mr.
Gatchell is asking every such su
pervisor to write to him immedi
ately for all material on the or
chestra, as applications for audi
tions will be received only through
February 1.
“For the most part the boys and
girls selected fcr the orchestra will
come with the recommendation of
their school music supervisor and
in order that every talented pupil
have equal opportunity for mem
bership in the orchestra, Mr. Gat
chell asks for the cooperation of
the music leaders. The orchestra
is a new venture in the state and
the chairman feels that it will be
an instrument for stabilizing the
morale in this crisis. It is designed
to make the most talented cf
Maine’s future musicians better
prepared for the greater music of
the greater America. Like all Fed
eration activities it is non-profit.
“Each applicant will include
the name of the instrument played,
list some of the studies on that
instrument, and agree to practise
at home and to participate with
the Junior Federation Orchestra at
its first appearance in Bangor in
May. in connection with the State
Convention of the Federation. All
communications regarding the or
chestra should be addressed to Mr.
Gatchell at East Parsonsfield,
Maine.”
It is hoped that one or mere
young musicians from Knox County
make application for auditions and
become a part of the orchestra.

door prize at the Legion game
party Friday. The usual special
and regular prizes will be given
away thia week. There will be the
usual Saturday baked bean sup
per from 5 to 7 in the Legion rooms
this w’eek.
The Philathea Class will meet
Friday night in the Baptist par
lors.
At Community Hospital: Mrs.
Charles Chapin returned home
Wednesday; Addison Young and
Simeon Butler are medical • pa-t

Miss Anne McLaughlin w
terday to Augusta where
spend her Winter vacation
niece- Mrs. Philip Rand

The Ladies' Aid
Memorial Church
with Mrs. Ronald
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Tel. 2229
E. Maynard Graffam is suffering
from an injured shoulder and arm
caused by a fall Monday at the ice
house near the Lily Pend.
The Trytchelp Club met Monday
at the Baptist vestry for a covered
dish supper and meeting. A quilt
was tacked. Next week the Club
will meet with Mrs. Mildred Rhodes
with Mrs. Wilma Rhodes as assist
ing hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Daucett,
Mrs. Beatrice Richards and Harold
Graffam went Tuesday to Provi
dence to attend funeral services for
their aunt. Mrs. Sara Arendt.
Mrs. Nina Carroll was hostess to
the Baptist Ladies’ Circle Wednes
day at her home on Richards Hill
The day and evening classes in
home nursing completed the first
half of the course of 12 lessons Tues
day. These lessens, under the effi
cient instruction of Mildred Philbrook. R. N. and Sara Simonton, R.
N. are proving worthwhile. At the
completion of the course a written
test will be given.
Arthur K. Walker, first selectmen
attended the meeting cf the Maine
Municipal Association in Rockland
■Wednesday where he presided in
his capacity as a member of the
Executive Board of the Association.
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman,
with a group of young people from
the Baptist Church attended the
Young People’s Rally Monday in
Rockland.
Mrs. E. A. Champney was in
Rockland Wednesday to attend the
meeting of the Maine Municipal
Association,
Five candidates were initiated
Friday at the meeting of Fred A.
Norwood W.R.C. There has been a
marked increase in membership
during the past year, under the
presidency of Mrs. Ellen Bohndell.
Word has been received of the
birth Jan. 17 of a son James 3d to
Mr. and Mrs. James Tattan (Ruth
Orbetcn) of Little New York, N. J.
Miss Hazel Lane will be hostess
Friday to the Twentieth Century
Club. A reading entitled “The
Giant Joshua” (Whipple) wnl be
given by Mrs. Fannie Thompson.
tients.
Loosens Vp Thick
Choking Phlegm of

BRONCHIAL
ASTHMA
Spend 45c today at Corner Drug i
Store; Thomaston Agent, McDonald
Drug Store or any drug store for a '
bottle of Byckipy’s CANADIOL Mix
ture (triple acting). Pour yourself a
teaspoonful, let it lie on your tongue
a moment then swallow slowly. Feel
Its Instant powerful effective action
spread through throat. head and
bronchial tubes.
Start at once to
loosen thick choking phlegm making
breathing easier.
No claim is made that Buckley's Is
a cure for Chronic Bronchitis or Asth
ma but sufferers often find Buckley's
CANADIOL Mixture (the largest sell
ing cough medicine ln all Canada)
starts right ln to quiet coughing
spasms and loosen up that choking
phlegm which seems to clog the tubes
and makes breathing difficult.
It
helps many to get a better night's
Test.

Let Your Answer to Bombs Be—BONDS!
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Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Duf
tained with a small dinner
at the Copper Kettle Sun
Chummy

Club
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Tuesday night by Mrs.
prizes were won by Mrs.
Mullen, Mrs. Harold Mar .
Mrs. Flank Fields
Sure-cure—Although she’s a fever-raiser, sultry Veronica l ake in
spires great recuperative powers. The lucky bed-ridden fellow is .l<„
McCrea, and the scene is from the new Preston Sturges-Paranmunt laug
hit, “Sullivan’s Travels.”

Fisheries and Game Research d;
rector Joseph H. Sticknc) foum
a tiny piece of metal whi h Slat
Deer Kill In Maine Away Be geologist Freeman Burr identifie
as a gold nuggett. The best theor
low Previous Years— ■' so
far is that the bird swallowe
Standish High Town
| the nugget while picking ravel a
Breaking all records for any one i the mouth of some stream or tha
it was attached to a piece oi pyrit
town. Standish was far out in front j which the duck took aboard fo
in the 1941 deer kill summary con digestive purposes. Although dio
tributing 526 of the total statewide j near Merrymeeting Bay. the bir
bag cf 19,881 (22,201 in ’40) of the : might have obtained it.> \aluabl
whitetails, according to the annual I cargo anywhere in this state o
graphic map compiled by Deputy southern Canada so a gold rush
Commissioner Archer L. Grover. I not expected momentarily. Bur
Greenfield in Penobscot county ran placed a value cf six cent.-, on thi
a poor second with 189 while Town nugget.
ship 16 in Washington county was
third with 150.
Stars Here Tonight
The only county to show a gain
was Cumberland: with 893 as
A shew replete with stars and su
against 812 in ’40. Washington was per-stars will be presented at Com
highliner with 3.543 and Penobscot munity Building tonight, cpeiiin
next in line with 3.104. Poor hunt at 8 o’clock. Joe Rubin of the Bo
ing conditions held the kill down ten Garden has brought the grea
despite pre-season predictions of cast to Rockland. Alss will appea
an all-time high based on a notice Sam Henderson, widely known an
able increase in the abundance of nouncer of WGAN who will direc
the animals and nimrods. The his famous dance band for the danc
remarkable total chalked up in to follow, a band highly p: pular i
Standish was attributed to the Boston and Portland One ticki
opening of a large section cf the gives admission to both show an
game preserve in that area and the dance.
fact that more hunters were in
action there.
Buy Defense Bonds ano Stamps
Knox County’s total was 161 as
against 195 in 1940; Lincoln
County’s was 335, as against 451 in
PPORTUNITY
1940; Hancock County's was 2262,
as against 2491 in 1940; and
Waldo County’s was 461 as against
690 in 1941.
• • • •
Instead of going “duck shooting”
the boys may be "prospecting” for
the wily birds in the future if many
more birds are made like the one
uncovered at the University of
Maine this w’eek. While analyzing
the contents of duck stomachs to
trace feeding habits, etc., Inland

Fewer Whitetails
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Have one for this week-end.

Thcmas Stone

Mrs.

as

hostess.

Donna Regers, oaiigli'’ J
and Mrs. Walter Rogers,
her fourth birthday by ent
friends at her home on
street. Games were plavet
freshment.s served These
tended were: Barbara Bice
dine Tolinan. Maxine R( 1 I
Howard, Nancy Huntley ?,1
Drnna Boyd. Anito Kallochl
Regers. Judy Staples and
hostess. Beulah Pcwcll w
to attend IX nna recci |
gifts from her friends.
Spencer Foundation Garni
riividually designed; supq
all needs Delivery guaranty
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broao'j
22-M.—adv.

Visit Lucien K. Green
second floor, 16 School st 11
Fellows Block, City, for F
Coats and Cloth Coats, at
prices
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Little Pig Pork Roasts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ,b .26
Small End Cuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb .22
Fancy Round Beef, top.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .40
For Steak or Pot Roast, bottom.. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .35
Best Pocket Honeycomb Tripe.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .21
Fresh Endive Greens.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck .29
Fancy Northern Spy Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. peck .50
California Jumbo Prunes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .13
Prudence Corned Beef Hash.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can .25
Jar Rubbers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 pkgs .25
Superba Strawberry Beets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 cans .25
New Shipment Crosse & Blackwell Goods
Date and Nut or Chocolate Nut Bread .. can .15
Mince Meat .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 23 oz .34; 16 oz .23
Ginger Marmalade.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb jar .35
Orange Marmalade.. .. .. .. .. 1 lb .25; 2 lb jar .45
Red Currant Jelly .. •... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 oz jar .21
Mint Jelly.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 oz jar .17
Apple and Grape Jelly.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 oz jar .15
California Budded Walnuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 30
Heinz 14 Oz. Catsup.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . bot .21
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles .... 24 oz bot .22
Good Standard Tomatoes, No. 2 can .... can .10
Fancy Maine Corn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 cans .70
Don’t forget to order Sugar; we may have some
some day
Waldo County Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck 33
Per hundred pounds.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.50
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“Blues In The N

Cook white and mealy.

Nice Juice Oranges.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 doz
We are fighting enemlea who wt 11 stop at nothing. With our
homes, our very lives at stake, shall we stop short of giving our
dime, and dollars for Defense? Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
every day, every week. Buy as if your very life depended upon
it. K does?
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Native Young Pullets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Nice to roast or fricassee.

The Willing Workers o!
versali;t Church will mt,
day at 2 p. m. at the henn
Donald Leach, Broadw.

To Relieve Misery 1
Rub on Tested

WEEKEND SPECIALS
Fancy Fresh Killed Young Turkeys

Mrs. Helen Harvey was
lienor at a surprise show t
Tuesday evening by Mi i
Hayes, Mr Virginia Kuni
Mrs. Marion J hnson at t)|
cf Mrs. John on Gann?s weii
with Miss Virginia Menu |
Katherine Jordan and Mi
Hayes winning prizes and
ments were served by the li
Other guests were Mi i
Wheeler, Miss Frances M.i
Josephine
Pellicani. Mi
Thompson, Mr
Shu lev
Mrs. Eleanor Ames, Mr D
ell, Mrs. Heltn St i.T.u,’■
H-lmstrcm, and Mrs
Gross of Ellsworth
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The Rockland Society of the Hard
ent' Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Pietroskl of Hearing will meet this afternocn
until Sunday while on leave from at 2 o’clock with Mrs. Gladys
j,l5 unit stationed at Portland Har Thomas.
bor He is recovering from an 111nethat has confined him to th?
A circle supper was served at the
post hospital for the past five week.?. Pratt Memorial Church last night1
with Mrs. Herman Stanley as
Miss Anne McLaughlin went ycs-^ chairman of the supper committee.
terday to Augusta where she will
NJ
Mr. and' Mrs. E. L. Brown arc
cpend her Winter vacation with her
home from Boston where the latter
niece, Mrs. Philip Rand.|
has been receiving surgical treat
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield ment. Her condition shows marked
Memorial Church met last night improvement.
ri
»ith Mrs. Ronald G. Lord.
Band Mothers Club met Mcnday
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Duff enter In the High School library with an
tained with a small dinner company unusually large attendance. Fol
lowing a short business meeting the
at the Copper Kettle Sunday.
evening was devoted to work on a
Chummy Club was entertained quilt for the Red Cross under the
Tuesday night by Mrs. Pearl Look. directions of Mrs. Kathryn Wocd.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Herbert Hostesses were
Bertha Gerrish,
Mullen, Mrs. Harold Marshall and Fannie Dow and MildTed Blaisdell.
Mr Prank Fields.
Members will meet Wednesday aft
raiser, sultry Veronica Lake it
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Blais
luckv bed-ridden fellow is Joi
Mi Helen Harvey was guest of dell, 14 Shaw avenue for sewing.
Preston Sturges-Paramount laug
lienor at a surprise .shower given
Tuesday evening by Miss Ethel
The V.F.W. Auxiliary District 6
Haves, Mrs. Virginia Kunesh and meets Sunday at 2 o’clock at th?
(herics and Game Research di]
Mi Marion Johnson at the home home cf District President Lora
dor Joseph Ii. Stickney foun
c! Mrs Johnson. Gaines were played Boynton, 9 Hall street.
tiny piece of metal which stati
witii Miss Virginia Merriam, Miss
^legist Freeman Burr identifie Katherine Jordan and Miss Sylvia
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane
a gold nuggett. The best theor
leave
Saturday for the West Coast
Hayes winning prizes and refresh
far is that the bird swallowe
of
Florida.
ments were served by the hostesses.
» nugget while picking gravel a
Other guests were Miss Ruth
e mouth of some stream or th
Junior Women’s Club met Mon
Wheeler. Miss Frances Marsh, Miss
Was attached to a piece of pyrit
day night at the home of Mrs.
Josephine Pellicani, Miss Vera
licit thc duck took aboard fo| Thompson, Mrs. Shirley Harvey, Virginia Stoddard. After a short
festive purposes. Although sh
Mi s. E'.cancr Ames, Mrs. Delia Low business meeting, Mrs. Freeman
ir Merrymeeting Bay, the bin ell Mrs. Helen Stackpole, Mrs. Edith Brcwn gave a talk on weather
Ight have obtained its valuabli H lmstrom, and Mrs. Dorothea vanes. Buffet lunch was served.
igo anywhere in this state oj Gross of Ellsworth.
Assisting hostesses were Miss
uthern Canada so a gold rush ij
Vivian Mullen and Mrs. Eleanor
t expected momentarily. Butf The Willing Workers of the Uni- Jchnson and Miss Gertrude Heal
iced a value cf six cents on thf vir.-ali t Church will meet Mon poured.
day at 2 p. m. at the home of Mrs.

Stars Here Tonight
A shew replete with stars and su|

ir-stars will be presented at Cont
unity Building tonight, openinj
8 o’clock. Joe Rubin of the Bos
n Garden has brought the gret
ist to Rockland. Also, will appeal
tin Henderson, widely known aif
juncer of WGAN who will direc
,s famous dance band for the danc
follow, a band highly popular i|
cston and Portland. One ticke
Ives admission to both show an
jince.
■Bu Defense Bonds and Stamps

OPPORTUNITY

Donald Leach, Broadway, with
Mrs. Thcmxs Stone as assisting
hostess.
Donna Rogers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Rogers, observed
her fourth birthday by entertaining
friends at her home on descent
.fleet. Games were played and re
freshments served. Those who at
tended were: Barbara Blood. Geral
dine Tolman, Maxine Rogers, Elinor
Howard, Nancy Huntley. Mary and
D:nna Boyd. Anito Kalloch, Sandra
Regers. Judy Staples and Donna the
hostess Beulah Powell was unable
to attend. Donna received many
gifts from her friends.

Spencer Foundation Garments in
dividually designed; supports for
all needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel
10*21

22-M.—adv.

visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
lecond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate

prices
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The Wishing Well
Into It Should Now Go thc
Stray Coins For Infantile
Paralysis Fight
The Knox County Campaign fcr
funds to combat infanti’e paralysis,
this year yielded the “Right of
Way” to the War Fund Drives of
the Red Cross and the Defense
Savings Programs. But the cause
raise funds for the infantile
paralysis fight is mest worthy and
all who can afford it should con
tribute their dimes, quarters, halves
and dollars by depositing their
coins in the “Wishing Well” col
lection boxes which are to be
feund in most of the stores
throughout Rockland and in thc
neighboring towns in Knox County.
This drive, though somewhat
later than usually held, because
of the War Fund Drives, '.s now
in full swing. The Schoo' Depart
ments in all Knox County towns
are co-operating and every effort
i.s being made to maintain the good
work of past campaigns cf this
sort. since the protection of our
children from this dread disease
must be financed and' this is thc
only method used for that purpose
—the “March of Dimes" into thc
collection boxes in your neighbor
ing store.
Outside df Rockland the cam
paign is in charge of the following:
Appleton. Maynard E. Brown;
Camden, Adrian Kelleher; Cush
ing, A. S. Fales; Friendship,
Carleton Simmons; Hope, Mrs.
Helen Wentworth; Herman W.
Crcckett, North Haven;
Owls
Head. Mrs. Dana Knowlton; Rockpert, Maynard E. Thomas; St.
George,
Charles
E.
Wheeler;
South Thomaston, Mrs. Berniece
Sleeper; Thomaston. Dr. E. R.
Biggers; Union. Maynard Lucas;
Vinalhaven. O. V. Drew; Warren,
Mrs. Bertha Drewett; Washington,
Fred Ludwig.
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“Bocks in ail their variety offer
means hereby civilization may be
carried triumphantly forward.” —
AV-nston Church.11.
Four hundred and forty-flve
bocks were collected by the library
during the Victory Book Campaign.
The books have been sent to Port
land. where they will be shipped
to camps fcr the soldiers and
sailors. Collections are still be
ing made, if you have any books
whicli ycu wish to donate to this
worthy cause, and did not get them
in. you may either bring them to
the library or notify the librarian
and they will be called for.
Books added during the month:
The Doctor’s Mayo by H. B. Clapesattle.
The human story of three re
markable men, the Old Doctor,
William W. Mayo, and his famous
sons, Dr. Will and Dr. Charles;
the absorbing account of the
growth of their small town prac
tice ta an institution of world re
nown; the significant study of a
century’s advances in surgery and
medicine. A lascinating medical
history, and an appealing human
drama.
Genesee Fever by Carl Carmer.
The principal figure of this novel
is Nathan Hart, schoolmaster,
turned portrait painter, who was.
in spite of his seriousness, exceed
ingly attractive to women. The
setting is upstate New York, dur
ing the 18th century, when the
cause for which the Revolution
was fought and won came near to
being lest. It is a story of one
American's effort, despite difficult
opposition, to define himself and
his ideals. The author’s first novel.

Canton Captain by James B. Con
nolly.
Robert Fcrbes was 14 years old
when he first sailed into Canton
Harbor, and his story is the story
of the China Trade, and of Ameri
ca's colorful part. In this biogra
phy cf Captain' Robert Forbes,
merchant captain of the 19th cen
tury, James Connolly has written
a book which will stand beside his
"Pert cf Gloucester” and “Tales
of the Gloucester Fisherman."
The Iron Mountain by Phil Stong.
This latest story by Phil Stong
is set in the iron mine district of
Northern Minnesota where husky
miners mix a dozen European
tongues with modern American as
a background for a boisterous,
rowdy and rollicking tale of two
loves. Mr. Stong has chosen a
new setting for this new book, but
it is written in his ever popular
style.
Ycung Man of Caracas by T. R.
Ybarra.
Nobody could have chosen a
stranger combination of parents
than young "Tommy” Ybarra. His
father was a Venezuelan general,
and his mother came frem Bos
ton. The result was a hilarious,
lovable
Pan-American
family.
“Tommy" grew up to be a famous
foreign correspondent, but he
never forget his boyhood' in Cara
cas. Here he recaptures those
early days, with great gusto and
gaiety, in the most human and
entertaining book you have ever
read about our Good Neighbors.
Soap behind thc ears by Cornelia
Otis Skinner.
Eighteen sketches on various
subjects from bicycles and Oscar
Levant, to beauty salons and the
defense of Long Island. Written
in that same, gay, good-humored
and amusing manner that has
made Miss Skinner's ether books
so popular.
The Land in Bright by Edna
Ferber and George Kaufman and
Blithe Spirit by Noel Coward are
two new plays that have been add
ed to the drama shelves.
Bocks of the fighter type:
Wodehouse. P. G., Money in the
bank.
Brand, Max, Silvcrtip.

Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
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NOW PLAYING
Two Big Features

“Gentleman At Heart”
Cesar

with

Romero. Carole Landis
Also

“DEVIL PAYS OFF”
J. Edward Brombcat
Usa Nassen

Taylor,

Garson

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Double Feature

SAT. CASH NIGHT $88.
This may be your lucky night
Rosalind
Don
Ameche

“FEMININE TOUCH’’
A fast moving comedy
Plus
THE THREE MESOUITEERS

“GANGS OF SONORA
Chapter 10 “JUNGLE GIRL”
Coining: ‘•Sullivan’s Travel'.”

Radio, Stage, Screen

All Will Be Represented At
Tonight’s Show In Com
munity Building

Mrs. DeShon Spoke
Tells Rockland High School
Students of Citizens’
Responsibilities

This And That

Red Cross Setup

Had Happy Evening

Chairman Rice Notifies East Y. P. C. U. Guest of Comrades
ern Area What Knox
of the Way at Congre
County Has Done
gational Church

Captain Keryn ap Rice, chair
man of the Kncx Ccunty Chapter
of the Red Cross, provides us w th
a copy of the letter he has sent
to the assistant manager of the
By K. S. F.
Eastern Area. It reads:
“In order to bring your records
up to date. I enclose a list cf the
There seems to be little affinity chairmen of Knox County Chap
between the winds and the sky this
ter Red Cress committees. Each
beautiful
open-hearted
Winter.
branch has chairmen, who are ac
Open-hearted because the bills for tively doing werk at least a.s im
extra heating have been low and
portant as these Chapter workers.
the bitter winds and violet storms
The chairmen who are mentioned
have been few Each day except
embody by name the loyal efforts
for a week or ten days possibly one of very many mere.
could drive with ease and no fear
“Every cne cf these Committees
cr ice or storm difficulties. Janu
is
vigorously active, including
ary, a month to remember.
Medical1 Aid. The physicians of
• • • •
Kncx County, of both schools cf
“One cake of scap. please".
Grccer: “What kind do ycu wish, practice, are standing ready to do
their part. The situation will clear
lady?”
rapidly,
since intelligent planning
“Why, I just can’t remember the
is being done as fast as is at pres
name but it’s advertised a lot”.
ent permissible.
• • • •
Memorandum of Foreman cf “Even with excellent judgment,
Composing Room: “Yesterday, in foresight and co-operation of all
setting up the line. ‘Miss Screech, colleagues, the work of the Chap
the rising young soprano, will bring ter office, in assisting all these ac
us Grieg.’ one of ycur compositors tivities to function together- is by
rendered thc last word ‘G’ief.’ Fire no means easy. It wculd be impos
him!—The Editor.”
sible without the volunteer offlce
Memorandum No. 2 (following I workers, notably Mrs. Maurice R.
morning): "Last night I heard Miss Sncw and at present Mrs. Walter
Screech. Find that compositor and, Butler and Miss Anna Gordon,
send him up to me—I want to make who devote three strenuous after
him music critic.”
noons a week rs volunteers. I al
> • • •
so cannot forbear to name Mrs.
One of the familiar pedestrians on ' Joseph Dondis. With her magni
the city streets cf recent years has ficent energy, thc most exasperat
been a man with a fine little fox ing Home Service cases are
terrier cn leash. That dog was so breught to heal.”
full of sprightliness it was quite im- I Chairmen of committees cf the
possible to teach him care of self, Knox County Chapter:
which has proved all to true for he, Home Service—Capt. K. A. Rice,
was crushed under a truck when 25 Maple street, Rockland.
alone fcr a minute.
Disaster—John M. Pomeroy, 172
Broadway, Rcckland.
Hew many on this waterfront Junior Red Cross—A. W. Allen,

The Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist
Church was the honor guest Sunday
night cf the Comrades of the Way
at the Congregational Church, when
the two organizations combined for
a supper and devotional meeting.
An excellent supper was served by
the host church, at which approxi
mately 60 were present. Sengs,
cheers and speeches were in order
throughout the meal.
Devoticnals under the theme of
“Friendship” were sponsored by thc
Y.P.C.U. with Burnell Mank, Devo
tional chairman as leader, ably
assisted by Miss Virginia Bowley.
Lucille Stanley and Miles Sawyer.
The offertory service was conducted
by Miss Virginia Bowley, assisted by
Hazen Sawyer and Robert Paul Jr.
Mrs. John S. Lowe, was accom
panist.

Following the devotionals. Miss
Virginia Bowley, president cf thc
Y. P. C. U. expressed to the Com
rades of the Way a sincere vote of
thanks for the hospitality shown
the Y.P.C.U.
Dr. Lowe introduced the two
speakers cf the evening from his or
ganization, the same being the two
young people who spoke in thc Uni
versalist Church a short time ago in
behalf of National Youth Sunday.
Lincoln McRae Jr., whose theme
was “The Spirit of Youth,” and Miss
Helen Crockett who spoke on ‘The
Church as a Help to the Spirit of
Youth.”
A Friendship Circle closed the
meeting at which time Burnell
Mank presided, with a poem given
by Miss Helen Crcckett, prayer by
Dr. John S. Lowe and “Taps” a
trumpet sclo by Dudley Harvey.

Joe Rubin, director cf entertain
ment at the Boston Garden, and
Sam Henderson, chief announcer of
station WGAN in Portland, are
At Rockland High School Jan. 27
bringing
their galaxy of stars of the
Mrs. J. M. DeShon of Portland,
radio,
stage,
screen and night clubs
president of the Maine League of
to
the
Community
Building tonight
Women Veters, who just returned
in
what
premises
to
be an outstand
from a council meeting of The Na
ing
entertainment
with
a topnotch
tional League in Indianapolis talked
stage
show
followed
by
a
two-hour
on, “The responsibility of a Citizen
dance
to
the
music
of
the
group of
and what it means.” Mrs. DeSnon
stellar
musicians
that
Henderson
in order to explain cur responsibili
ties. placed these under three head has gathered into his dance band
lines: First, that democracy can through his wide association with
survive when Civil liberties are be the stars of the radio programs.
ing guaranteed; honest elections Henderson’s Band is ccnsidered. in
MRS. MARY E. HAINES
are assured; labor and capital co dance circles, to be one of the out
Mrs. Mary E. Haines, 91, died at
operate with the public for common standing finds cf the season.
take note of the varieties cf gulls'
the
home of her daughter, Mrs. A.
48 North Main street, Rockland.
The stage show' is cf the best with
go:d and taxes are equitably oorne.
that come to the shores? One thinks ( First Aid—Allen F. Payson, 42 C. McLocn, Grove street, Tuesday
She said that we at present have the artists giving their best to pre of gulls as gray when young and
afternccn. She hadl suffered a
sound administration with trained sent a shew that will be outstanding w'hite and gray when older and let. Chestnut street. Cainden.
Volunteer Aid — Mrs. David broken hip in her rocm on Saturday,
personnel, civil liberties, particular in the entertainment field in tills it go at that, but if you will study
the second such injury to befall her,
ly freedom of speech assembly and section. There are a wide variety a bit closer you will find that one ( Beach. Highland street. Rockland. she having only recentl^ recovered
Production — Mrs. S. Eugene
press aiways standing danger of be of acts and special features, some must muster nine different species
Lamb,
81 Rankin street, Rockland. from a previous hip injury.
ing severely curtailed in times of thing to attract and entertain of gulls along this coast at times..
Deceased was the daughter of
Motor Corps—Lincoln A
Mc
crisis; this can be governed by free everyone.
Either migrants or all thc year Rae, Maverick street, Rcckland.
Greenleaf
and Elizabeth (Shawl
The show will go cn promptly at
dom of choice in elections and free
around neighbors.
Palmer and had been a lifelong resi
Home
Nursing
—
Mrs.
E.
Stewart
8
o
’
clock
with
the
vaudeville
sched

dom to exchange ideas.
• • • •
dent cf the city, and an active mem
Secondly, taxes. She said ’<o are uled to last tw: hours. After a short Standing on His Rights.—The Orbeton, West Rockport.
ber of the Universalist Church.
Canteen
—
Northern
District,
Mrs.
being taxed to prevent in la'ion and intermission, during which the floor next witness was a hard fisted,
Surviving her arc a sister, Mrs.
the question is the kinds and will be cleared, the dance will start. resolute yeoman with a bristling Helen Wentworth. Hcpe; Middle
Ella
P. Grimes of Rcckland; one
District, Mrs. Linccln McRae.
amounts of taxes, may either be The doers will open at 7 o’clock to chin beard.
son,
Arthur
P. Haines; and a daugh
Rockland; Scuthern District, Mrs.
saled cr Income tax; also amount accommodate the early comers who
“Mr. Gigscn.” said the attorney Charles Stenger. Friendship.
ter
Mrs
A.
C.
McLocn; three grand
spent for non-defense purposes v*i 1 I.ke to have their choice of the seats. for the defence, “are ycu acquainted ,
children,
John
H. McLoon and Mrs.
Nutrition—Mis. Helen Went
Should this show be well received,
effect tiie welfare of the country for
with
the
reputation
of
this
man
for!
Everett
A.
Munsey
cf Rockland and
worth, Hope.
others of a similar nature may fol
years to come.
truth and veracity in the neighbor-, Medical Aid—Awaiting action, by Mrs. Linwood T. Rogers of Fort
Thirdly, Capital and Labor. For low during the Winter.
hood in which he lives?”
advice of -R. M. Pierpcnt, Emer Fairfield; four great grandchildren.
this Mrs. DeShon stated that col
“I reckon I am,” replied the wit gency Office. Augusta.
Gayle. Lynn and Albert M. Rogers
lective bargaining is basic to effi
ness.
♦
| Volunteer Nurses Aides — Mrs. of Fort Fairfield, and William N.
cient operation. The workers agency
‘‘I will ask you to state what it is.” Horatio C. Cowan, 108 Talbot McLocn cf Rock’and.
today is the Union; its function is
“Well sir, his rep’taticn fur truth
Funeral services will be conducted
integral, its contribution is to im Gratifying Reports Heard At ain’t .no good. His rep’taticn fur avenue. Rockland; Miss Ellen C.
by Rev. John Smith Lowe at the
Daly
(Instructor),
Knox
Hospital.
Winter Meeting In
prove status cf workers; fair condi
vrassity—well that’s diff’runt. Some Rockland.
residence of A. C. McLoon this aft
tions to democratic relatnonship can
Thomaston
says he does and some says he
Publicity—Miss Katherine Vea ernoon at 2 o’clock. Interment will
be substantial sound Administration
don’t.’’
I
be in Achorn cemetery.
zie. Shaw avenue. Rockland.
At Knox Hotel in Thomaston
with trained personnel.
“Witness," interposed the judge, ( War Fund — Capt. K. A. Rice,
She continued with the patronage Wednesday night the president. Mrs. "do you knew thc meaning cf ’ver
chairman, 25 Maple street, Rock Mrs. Inez Matthews; Vinalhaven.
tradition in this ccuntry is cur in C. F. Sncw, assembled the officers acity’?”
land; Frederic Bird, vice chairman, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw; Washington,
and
directors
of
the
Knox
Memo

heritance from the spoils era of the
“I reckon I do."
52
Summer street. Rockland; Mrs. Mrs. Marcia Sanborn and' Isle au
rial
Association
for
dinner
and
re

nineteeneth, there is danger and wc
“What do you understand by thc Ccrice Leach, secretary, 38 Chest Haut. Miss Doris Bowen.
ports
of
the
past
year
and
prepa

should not ignore it; cf too mucn
word?”
Surgical Dressing—An excellent
nut street. Rockand.
centralization of controls the work ration for the season of 1942. Eigh
The witness twilled his hat in his i Finance—Rev. William E. Ber unit has been operating in the Cam
teen
members
sat
at
tables.
Mrs.
er seems tc be always in the process
fingers a few moments without re ger. 33 Chestnut street, Camden.
den Branch. Chairman, Mrs.
cf swinging from too much interfer Snow gave a fine resume cf work ac plying.
I
Zlatko Balckovic.
First
Aid
Detachments
—
Allan
F.
ence; the too little system is only complished. Mrs. Rose added her ex Then he looked up defiantly.
McAlary,
72
Talbot
avenue,
Rockas strong as the tctal personal policy cellent report and Mr. Elliot, the
“I refuse to answer that question,
EARL-TII.L
Laforest Thurston, O’.d
and in its reflection in leadership, treasurer, reported a patriotic use judge.” he said, “on the ground that landi;
''Mrs.
Cleveland
Sleeper Sr., an
Ccunty road1. Rockland; E. C. Mo
of endowment funds in the purchase
attitudes and practices.
it
might
discriminate
nie.
”
—
Chicago
nounces
the
marriage
cf her grand
ran, 25 Chestnut street. Rockland.
of $7000 worth of Defense bonds;
Tribune.
| Blocd Donors — Mrs. Arthur E. daughter, Miss Elizabeth Till, to N.
much of vital interest for thc future
• • • •
i
Clarkson Earl, 3d of North Andover,
of our splendid Memorial Montpelier
“Waltzing Matildas” arc not McDonald. Thomaston.
was discussed; ways and means for pretty maidens who trip thc light Information and 'Records — Mrs. Mass. The ceremony was performed
lhc continuation of display of this fantastic. They are a new tractor Walter H. Butler, 88 Talbot, avenue, Sunday afternoon in North Ando
ver, with Mrs. Samuel F. Glover and
worthy memorial to a great General that our war workers will win with. . Rockland.
Peter Young as attendants.
Branches
—
Appleton,
Mrs.
Evelyn
whose efforts in times of dire need
• • • •
I
Mr. Earl Ls a corporal in thc
Pitman; Camden, Charles Lord, 108
and embryo advancement cf our
At one camp in Mississippi so
country were vital to its progress many of thc soldiers have leave on Chestnut street; Friendship, Mrs. C. 1 Army Air Corp> and ls to be sta
H. Stenger; Matinicus, Mrs. Arthur tioned in Banger where thc couple
Mrs. Mabel Creighton was again
Sundays that the Camp heads de
elected to the office of matron of cided to have thc regulation Sun Philbrock; North Haven, Mrs. Maud will reside.
M. Simpson; Rockland, Capt. K. A
the mansion.
K. S. F.
IE 1 U J BRUT
day dinner served on Tuesdays and
Robert Taylor and Norma Shear
Rice, 25 Maplo street; Rockport.
now Tuesday is golden with fried
er,
ast seen together in "Escape”
Mrs. Lester Shibles, Beech street;
This is the day of the opening chicken dinner day.
are
to be teamed again in “Love
St. George, Mrs. H. H. Hupper;
school electric cookery which will
• • • •
Me
Not,
” which George Cukor is
Thomaston, Mrs. R. O. Elliot;
be held at 2.30 in Temple hall un
“Sighted sub, sank same”. Now
Field. Peter. Trail south from der direction of Miss Violet Hayes, isn’t that the best news the Navy Union, Mrs. Lela Haskell; Warren, announced to direct.
Home Service Advisor for the can send from the sea?
Powder Valley.
i
MacDonald. W. C.. Shadow rider. Central Maine Power Co. The
• • • •
>
Raine, William McLoud, Justice public is welcome, and all food
And it's Katherine Monaghan who
| will be given away. Other schools has been chosen queen of the an
deferred.
will be held at the same place at nual Colby Winter Carnival at
Seltzer. C. A.. So leng. Sucker.
Knight, Kathleen Moor, Exit a 2.30 Feb. 12 and at 7.30 Feb. 19.— Waterville.
|
• • • •
adv.
star.
To James S Earle, chief of Reclamat on Unit, Washington, D. C.
Still, still with thee
*
wouldn’t take your
The funeral piles of autos
Junk we need, for reclamations
watch to a
zest.
Come save and extricate chief,
■
/
With all your weighty power
The blacksmith m ao adept at hi»
Life will be safe when
forge, but you wouldn’t expect him to
You this work have blessed.
repair a delicate watch. So to whom
• • • •
J
would you go in illness but to* a physi
D.d you realize that in every mil
lion automobiles there is used 350,cian? He has devoted the greater part
000 pounds cf mohair and this if
of his life to the scientific study of
Prepaid By Mail
you
please is the product cf about
medicine.
88,000 goats. This gives you some
$3.50
When you are ill. the professional
idea ot what upholstery entails in
framing and specialised experience of
Or sent 0. O. D. if desired
one 1 ne alone.
a medical practitioner qualify him to
• • • •
diagnose and prescribe tor your particu
The new commander-in-chief oi
lar ailment
MRS. JOHN M. RICHARDSON
the United States fleet. Admiral
Ernest J. King. has declared that
420 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1073
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
the road to victory though of some
TEL. 378
Offlce of Dr. Walter P. Conley
length will be speeded if Americans
MAIN A UMF.ROCK ST ROCKLAND
get more planes end ships us the
z
air and water at once.

Knox Memorial

STEAMBOAT LORE

OF THE PENOBSCOT”

Blacksmith-!
Blacksmith

3

WHEN LADIES MEET’’

Russell

Mrs. Cal’.a Shepardson announces
the engagement cf her daughter I
Miss Virginia Elizabeth to Laroy
Biown cf South Thomastcn. The
wedding will take place June 14.
Miss Shepardson teaches heme eco- i \
n:m cs in Rcckland Junior High
School and Mr. Brown is a teacher
Js '■
of industrial arts, also in Junior
High.
An announcement party was given
at the Shepardscn heme at 12
Summer street, attended by the
teachers at the McLain Building
and other guests.
Miss Shepardscn who was for
merly a resident cf Bingham,
Older residents will not have to
graduated from the High School in be tcld the identity of this man. A
that town and also Farmington generation ago lf you needed dental
State Ncrmal School. h;me eco attention or needed a good singer for
nomics department. She came to church or concert, it is an even
this city last Fall. Her fiance, son guess that ycu sought his services.
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Brown of
South Thomastcn, is a graduate cf
Rockland High School and of
Gorham State Normal School.

^llon

LAST TIME TODAY

A P*r»nou«t Pittmt

KOlMINtl

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

• CRMDEN

Robert Warwick - William Demarest
Margaret Hayes Porter Hall
Franklin Pangborn trie Store

Active In Rockland

Rockland Teacher Is To
Marry a South Thom
aston Man

Toni Pietroski is visiting his par

Iggct.
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BOY SCOUTS' RANKS GROWING

WASHINGTON—AND YOU

J

By Margaret Chase Smith

Mailing a campaign In which the require.

KNOX-LINCOLN
Agriculture

The Maine delegallon met

Orange will help to get better prices ’«» «» Undersecretary of War.
for the errn She says they
Robert Patterson, and presented the
lhat farmers do not get a fair sham P"**®- *» ’P"111' an™" was
and that wilh the present good 8lven to us though Judge Patterson
market for vegetables the farmers said the War Department ls seeking
should lay the groundwork tor bet-|«<> formulate a tmifrrm policy whfch
ter prices for the people wh: grow will uttliae available local and pri
me vegetables. I have been asked
Protection where possible,
to speak to a group of com growlers
and hope to do so seme time later.
• • • •
From Augusta comes a letter ask
ing how Iarmers can produce for Mentions Almost Everybody
the United Nations when it ts al
At The Keag, and Good
most impossible t; get any help. Tlie
Times At the Dances
writer says that she dees not think J
(By Iree Member)
that women are the answer in this
While
I was in the music game I
instance since much of tlip farm'
work is too heavy for women. I counted the 'Keag -South Thomasluve sent the letter on t; the Sec- ton—residents among my mast loyal
letary of Agriculture. Claude R. j supporters and friends. I have no
W/kmd. since I think it Ls very in- I idea hew many dances I played for
formative. “Mr. Wickard must rec-i jn that town but the list was a long
ognize the thousands of small, in- ! One. I played a great many times
dependent fanners anxious to win jn the old hall across the bridge and
the war but a bit bewildered as to one night Mr. MrConchie said he
1 w to do it through tlie conflicting would do the Highland Fling if we
theories of Washington Agricultur- would play tlie proper music for
ists" my correspondent says.
[him. We did and he did. Boy! He
• • • •
| sure did trip a mean dance that
With tlie Ways and Means Coni- night!
mittec framing a new tax bill, the j Roy—I think lie was a soil of the
letter lrom David Walton. Chairman dancer mentioned was a nice dan«l tie* Unemployment Cinpensa- cet. aIKj attended about every dance
tion ConimLssicn. at Augusta, to the r ever played Jor at Tlie 'Keag. I
Maine Congressional delegation, is had opportunity t: become well
vr\ important Mr. Walton says acquainted with but a few who lived
thet hc has heard that an effort is in town as a dance player generally
being mady to federalize the State gets into town too late to “do the
Unemployment Compensation pro town” and about ali the people he
per ns: by means of a provision in sees are the ones who come to the
corporated in the tax bill to be pre dance. Like Finnigan, he is “Off
sented bv the Ways and Means agin, cn agin and away agin" and
Committee.
whiie he comes to know a lot of
Mr. Waltrn says: 1. That no folks well enough to say howdy, he
amendments to the Social Security has little chance to really know the
laws ate needed or desirable at this tewn and its people. Here are a
time; 2. That no amendments to few names of 'Keag people T knew
tiie Social Security laws should be in some degree.
considered in connection with a tax Jesse Sleeper was one. I met him
bill; 3. That il payroll taxes are several times at his home. He had
necessary, they should be- levied as a daughter, Rebecca and a son,
revenue measures and have no con Cleveland, and another, our own Al,
nection with Social Security.
bass player. Don’t know if he had
Moreover, he says, if amendments other children or not. "Cleve”
to the Social Security Act are con Sleeper used to attend the dances.
templated. they should be drafted Also, his wife. Think they had two
end con idered after open public or three children—one of them rep
hearings so that all interested par resents the town in the State Legis
lies and groups may participate. Mr. lature, Cleve Jr., Most people in
Walton says that Gov. Sewall, in Maine, at least, know that Repre
co-operation with the Governors sentative Sleeper likes his clam
<f the other New England States, is chowder straight, tlie good old
opposed ta complete federalization Maine way. No onions, please. We
of the State Unemployment Com agree.
pensation programs. Insofar as the
The Glover family lived in the
State Employment Service was taken brown house on the right as one en
ever by the Federal Government, ters the village from the north.
the State of Mabie co-operated in Think there was a daughter who
the program solely for tlie duration sometimes attended the dances. Am
of the present national emergency. not sure, in fact, my memory is
Thi= attitude, Mr. Walton says, was sketchy on some of the things I re
approved by the State Advisory call, or try to. In all the memories
C?.;ncll of the Unemployment Com I have written and in those to
pensation Commission.
come I have asked others for infor
• • • •
mation only twice and only cne of
Many letters come to me asking
these brought results, so I have to
support for the bill providing long
rely on my own memory—I’m on my
evity pay for postal employes. This
own—all the way.
l ill has passed both Houses and is
in Conference, but in the rush of I knew the Putnam family pretty
war business seems to be stuck well and liked them better as I
knew’ them better. Israel and wife,
there.
and Cliff, Judson and Jennie. Jud
• • • •
A me t beautiful and interesting and I have played for many a dance
book, titled "Steamboat Lore of the and taught dancing school as partPencbsv t." has come to me from ners- Jud was a splendid “prompJchn M. Richardson, the author. ter,” played either first or second
I could not do better than repeat violin and knew dances to a T. His
what Ben Ames Williams says in sister. Jennie, was a talented pianist
tiie foreword about what Mr. Rich and teacher. One night when I
ardson has done in this book: "He was on the program for a clarinet
deserves gratitude for preserving the ’ s°l° £he played the piano accomreccrd w hile it could still be
f°r me- at sight and from
tegether before it vanished as com- manuscript, at that. I believe that
pletely as the old steamboats whose Cliff used to play in the band, but
story he tells here.”
j am not sure. He is a well known
The book is full of names of men Granger and has been Master sevnnd pictures cf boats whose lives eral times. A sterling family.
are tied in "with the history of Others I knew well enough to
Maine in the last century before mention are Frank Stanton. “Jot"
land highways took the place of Norton. Fred Gilchrist, wife and son
river highways. Mr. Richardson is “Duffy.” Seems to me the first two
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The Memory Man
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BOV SCOUT WEEK
_ The above poster in colors, now being displayed all over the
country, announces Boy Scout Week with the slogan “Strong For
America.” Boy Scouts everywhere in the nation have taken on and
are assuming extra assignments from Uncle Sam to do their part in
the defense of America. Boys 12 years of age and over who are not
Scouts and who wish to share in winning the war by doing these
"Good Turns” should get in touch with the nearest office of the Bo;
Scouts of America.

mentioned were both blacksmiths.
May be all 'wrong.
The Gilchrist family were all
dancers and I used to miss them
when they tailed to attend. This
they very, very .seldom did. I re
call one night it rained so hard that
I called up to see it they wanted
me to ccme. They did. most cer
tainly. It took more than a measley
old rain storm to step a 'Keag dance.
I got a team at Charlie Robbins'
stable. Every top buggy he could
muster was cut and I had to drive
down in an open buggy. I expected
a covered wagon and went clothed
accordingly. Before I got to Ingra
ham's Hill I was soaked to the hide
and sat in ocdles of water. I must
have looked like McGinty—at the
bottom of the sea—but I put the
horse in Fred Gilchrist’s stable and
dripped into tlie hall and did liiy
night’s work.
I guess I .steamed
considerably but got dried out—the
next day! That dance was held in
the cld hall. Remember hew Frank
Maloney and daughter used to hop
waltz? Never was able to dance
them off their feet. Nice dancers at
the 'Keag. All out for a good time.
Had it. too.
Rockland was always well repre
sented at the 'Keag danced in the
old hall and after the new Grange
hall was built the dances were at
tended by many from other towns.
“Always a good time at The ’Keag"
was a slogan well merited.
I didn’t play fcr all the dances
there. Singleton’s Orchestra was
popular wilh the dancers and I
think Bert Maddox furnished music
there quite often. Good times, no
matter who played there.
I believe Jud Putnam’s orchestra
played there quite frequently. Jud
was a good d^nce man and for sev
J •

A

eral years he furnished music for
dances in many towns. Last time
I saw him he told me he had given
up playing altogether. Ixrts of us
old timers play the slacker that
way. Hard work.
I remember the Green family
Also Allard Snow, Allie Rackliff.
Ethan Rowell and Ira Feeney. All
dancers. Ethan used to play clari
net in the R. M. B.—and was always
"just on time,” or late for rehear
sals and cn jobs! Nice feller but.
sorter slow getting there. Right.
Ethan?
Mrs. C. S. Watts (Ella to her
friends) was. like her husband.
Charles, a good musician and had
many piano pupils. I neglected to
mention that Jud Putnam's wife,
Mabel, played piano in his orches
tra. She was formerly Mabel Bar
bour, of Stonington.
A new generation ha.s grown up
since I played for 'Keag dances and
I doubt if I would know the Keag
as I reinember it. Every town has
one or more "characters," about
whom stories are told. Several sue;-,
stories have been relayed to me and
I will try to pass them along. Just
before my time Meservey used to
play for most of 'Keag dances and
as told to me. a certain crowd came
to the dances and always tried te
start a bit of trouble. After sev
eral nights of attempted "roughhouse” fisticuff episodes, Ira Feeney
informed the trouble-making gang
that they could stay at home if they
couldn’t come and behave like gen
tlemen. The leader of the gang de
fied Ira and invited him cut. They
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Enjoy the blue skies—golden
sunshine end tropical breeres of
Miami. Here is ell the beauty and
splendor of endless perfect days
and nights where clear coolness is
enchanted by the moonlight and
the stars. Here Is everything your
heart has dreamed—for a perfect
vacation.
- El Comodoro Hotel offers ell
the facilities, all the restful charm
~»nd perfect comfort to suit the
most exacting teste. Located in
the heart of downtown Miami—
"just a whisper" from all activities.
Thera are 250 artistically furnished
rooms with tub end shower from
$2.50 single end from $4.00
double. Steam heat. The modern
eir cooled Coffee Shop it famous
for fine food at moderate prices.
Tha cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.

Give YOUR child same expert care used when

croupy coughs.

Musterole gives such
wonderful results be
cause it’s more than aa

ordinary "salve," It

IN 3 STRENGTHS
Children’s Mild Muster
ole. Also Regular and
Extra Strength far
grown-ups who prefer a
stronger product. AH

drugstores.

' HOBBY SHi
Display At Unive
Surpri
Ik-i

S

The collection of ... „
swans, which ordinarily de<
are of many colors and si/»
pressed glass and c.omposif
making tier fine collection.

Tlie Hcbby Show nt the I,
list vestry Wednesday by tj
of the church was a mai ki
not cnly in giving an oppotj
"hobbyists" to dislay colb <
examples of their own hl
produced
through
stutj
thought, but in providin;
social atmosphere which le)
tive air to the occasion
were effectively arranged
the sides of the vestry, an
center of the room were t|
voted to the sale of jelliei
and candy, products which
like dew before the sun.
A brief entertaiiunent
jingles, written and read bj
F. Glover, each exhibit!
mentioned in a witty and
ate manner; also a due
Threads Among the Gold
quest) by Mayor and Mj
Veazie who "pinch hit"
Lotte McLaughlin wh? wt
uled to appear. Mrs. E. F
at the piano. Sandwich
cakes and cookies and
served in the parlor, the
ing charmingly decorated i|
with the Valentine sea.st
Harry Levensaler and Mrj
Farrand poured, and wen
in serving by Mrs. Paul
Miss Gladys Blethen. Mr
Wiggin, Mrs. Ralph Nutt

mention will convey an id)

0. S. DUNCAN,
Rockland,Me.
A. J. LINEKIN,
Thomaston, Me.
CARLETON FRENCH CO., Camden, Me.
R. B. HOPKINS,
Camden,Me.
F. W. GORDEN & SON,
Union, Me.
BROWN & SPROWL,
Appleton, Me.
F. L LUDWIG & SON, Washington, Me.
R. B. KNIGHT,

Searsmont, Me.

E. S. HOOK,
North Searsmont, Me.
Hope, Me.
R.E. LUDWIG,
South Thomaston, Me.
F. J. BAUM,
H. E. SMITH,
North Cushing, Me.
A. S. FALES & SON,
Cushing, Me.

C. L. FALES,
East Friendship, Me.
RAY WINCHENPAW, Friendship, Me.
STEEVES MARKET,
Bath, Me.
VINALHAVEN GROC. CO., Vinalhaven
E. C. McINTOSH EST., Vinalhaven, Me.
STURDEE & CO.,
Stonington, Me.
MRS. HARRY STOCKBRIDGE, Minturn
S. PICKERING & SON,
Deer Isle, Me.
J. T. GAY ESTATE,
Waldoboro, Me.
B.B. SANBORN, Stockton Springs. Me.
MRS. L S. RAY, Prospect Harbor, Me.
A. E. STROUT,
Millbridge, Me.
M.H. BROWN,
Addison, Me.

interest and attractivenc.
ed in them.
Lucien Dean, known
through Clark's Flowcl
showed various woodenl
which he enjoys makin
shelves, letter holders, plal
ers, etc. Walter (“Chic”) »' I
hibit of Canadian 8addej
won particular attcntioi I
larly the display card v I
the apt slogan of "Keep 'eij
Mrs. Edward J. Helli-j
many pictures of Mador
her collection of 550.
shown included such typr;
ish, Italian. Flemlh. Fr< J
Mexican and Chinese.
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Remain with
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EL COMODORO HOTEL

Ask Any of the Above Grocers for Special Price Poster for This Sale

►A

about the BEST product made!

MUSteroIE

____

’TH-M"?ii

Plan your Vacation now!
For information or reser
vations. address Joseph
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
travel agent.

Established January

While space dees not peq
tailed account of the
worthy though they werri

The Following Stores Are Cooperating and Making Special Prices So
That You May Stock Your Pantry Shelves with Quality Merchandise ot
Lowest Possible Prices

.

Issued,
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Pearl Borgerson.

YOU

MOTHER!

helps break ap local congestion, Since
Musterole is used on the Quintuplets
yon may be sure you’re using just

went out on tlie bridge and. as told
to me. Ira knocked H. down nine
times in a row before the leader
took his gang and hightailed it for
home.

^■eel "At Jhutie"—in

Week of February 9-14, 1942

Manage^

At the first sign of a chest cold—the
Dionne Quintuplets* throats and chests
are rubbed with Musterole—a product
made especially to promptly relieve
DISTRESS of colds and
resulting bronchial and

For the month of December the
two flocks of birds that are entered
in the state egg laying contest at
Highmoor did very well. Edgar
Smith, pen of Rhode Island Reds,
placed third in the contest with
351 eggs scoring 355 points. ThLs
is the second month that Mr.
Smith’s pen has held first place
for all Maine pens. In the barred
Rock class Foster Jameson’s pen is
leading all Maine pens and in single
bird class one of his pullets Ls lead
ing all Maine pullets with a score
of 83 eggs and 89 points to Jan. 1.
Farm Bureau meetings on Exten
sion Service subjects will be hem
next week at John Howard’s home
in Union. Monday night, Feb.9,
and at H. A. Emmons’ home in
Warren. Tuesday evening, Feb. 10
There will be colored slides on vari
ous subjects and a talk by county
agent, R. C. Wentworth, on vege
table gardens.
Many farm families in Knox and
Lincoln counties have indicated a
larger and better vegetable garden
this year than last. Ai the Better
iLiv.ng from the Farm meetings
that have been held many requests
have been received for the new
garden bulletin.
A garden on
every farm is tlie defense plan for
Maine farmers. Seed and fertili
zer, as well as spray materails, for
this year's garden should be ordered
at once as the supply may be hard
to obtain later.
Farmers who wish to obtain lime
for tills year's farming operations
may do so in connection with the
Agricultural Conservation program.
Tiie superphosphate that was avail
able has been used up for this year.
Frank Reed, poultry spec.ali.st of
the Extension Service, held meet
ings tliis week in tlie district; one
meeting was at Charles Hendrick
son's farm in West Aina and oil
Wednesday, at the Agricultural De
partment of tlie Waldoboro High
School.
He discussed the feed situation

STOKELY CANNED GOODS SALE

et'V/

if\M-

QUINTUPLETS CATCH COLD

cates will be given to all those at work they had a quizz on "Care of
the Garden in the Summer ’ with
tending all s'x lessons.
Vaughan Philbrook the winner an |
Other meetings to be he1d this
also their assistant 1.-.;<!,•,
week on Good Nutrition are Boc’h- Earle Moore. dlv<cussed mi), u ,
bay. Feb. 5; Friendship. Feb. 8: VIu,
THE
nalhaven, Feb. 9; Camden, Feb. n; j “Storage of Vegetables
at their meeting Jan 23. nlt.5 ,
Hope. Feb. 11: Bdgecomb. Feb 12: j
FARM BUREAU
again Jan. 31, to stack and t.e
Burkettville, Feb. 13.
papers and magazines whir', •
4-H Club Notes
have collected for defense p:y
and changes that poultrymen may
Here is something new for garden- , At their meeting Jan. 23 a: Mi.,
have to make during the next few ing members. A vegetable judging garet Huntley's home, the j,
years.
contest is being carried State-wide Highlanders of Rockland work' d. , • ,
With the Homes
| this year and Ls being sponsored by, Red Cross sewing. Al the hu uu
the National Junior Vegetable Grow- | meeting, their leader. Mi
j , ,
Mrs. Jessie Simmons. Mrs. Olive
ers'
Association
in
cc-operation
with
Sawyer,
checked
up
on
ihe
air,
•
Noyes, and Mrs Helen Simmons
of
project
work
each
has
compk-;.
the
A.
&
P.
served supper at the Friendsh.p
Farm Bureau meeting Tuesday! Boys who have completed or are to date.
evening Jan. 27. R. C. Went on their third year in the garden or , “The leadership of Maine i,( •
worth, county agent, showed colored crops project and who will be 14 or and girls and the direction oi Un..
pictures of farming practices, in more by January, 1943, are eligible. interest and effort in food picit,,
tion is yours and mine to ha
Knox and Lincoln counties. He also The actual judging will be held at
says Arthur L. Deering, dire tor
explained lime requirements for cer Highmoor Farm in Monmouth some
tain vegetables and insect control. time in July. It will have three parts the Maine Extension Serv: <•
He encouraged more gardens, small (ai grading potatoes, <b» identify a letter to leaders of mor n,.,.,
poultry flocks for home use, a.id ing vegetables, and <c) identifying 509 Maine 4-H club “it 1
where possible a cow for the milk diseases and insects. Winners will worthy of our best effort ar.d
supply, in order to get a "Better attend the National Contest at Pitts for which ycu, by experii r , ,
Living from the Farm". The home burg. Pa., Aug. 4, 5. 6. Sometime especially fitted. No work th.4 j
demonstration agent. Lucinda R cn, late in the Spring a test will be can think of on this great
encouraged more canning and ex given in the county. The three high gle Ls mere important than
plained the recommended canning, est ranking members will represent production and conservation of ,
« sential foods.”
and storing budget. Also informa- | tlie county at Monmouth.
For
their
own
information
any
, “I am glad that my let
tion on saving household equip- (
beys
wiio
come
under
the
above
in this direction," Direct,! I)
ment and other precautions for pre- j
qualifications
may
enter
a
special
ing concludes." and I wan;
vent,ng unnecessary wastes were
scholarship
course
in
the
form
of
a
know
how worthwhile tin
given.
correspondence course to be com has been and how neve
At Damariscotta tlie information
pleted between Feb. 1 and June 1 continued help wil! he in
on Better Living from tlie Farm was
and is entirely free. Boys inter months that are ahead '
presented Wednesday evening. Jail. ested should enroll right away with !
28. Men and women were present. the county club agent. Remember, Boys and girls in .Main 4 n
Clubs, through regular and -p,
Mrs.. Jessie Harris and Mrs. Edith one can take the scholarship course
4-H club projects, are alreath, tak
Harris of Tenant’s Harbor were in without entering thp judging con-'
ing their places in the in ,:
charge of the supper served to the test or vice versa. With tne in durtion arm-v nc.u < u v ,, ,
Farm Bureau Jan. 30. The subject, creased demand for home gardens this nation strong and in,
presented at the evening session as a part of the war effort, it is of
was "Better Living From the Farm.’ prime importance that one knew
TENANT'S HARBOR
County agent and home demonstra how to use their seeds, fertilizers and
Word has been received el tietion agent were present. Thirty-one land to yield the best results.
death Feb. 4 at Noith Fork . N n
men and women attended.
The Georges Valley Boys of War of Mary M., widow of Hem. H
Kathryn Briwa, State extension ren certainly are defense minded. Healy, formerly of tliis town Oi„ foods specialist from Orono, attend- 1 In preparation for the Siumner's uary deferred.
ed a meeting in Bristol with the
heme demonstration agent Fel). 3
Tiie subject was Good Nutrition
which is the first meeting and in
cludes the first two lessons of the j
special six lesson nutrition course
which is being given by the EXtension Service and Farm Bureau in
co-operation with Ma ne Civilian
Defense Council. This course wiil
BOSTON
be given in all communities where ;
Here is a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the
there is a Farm Bureau. Tlie first1
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you II
meeting on Good Nutrition will be j
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
given by the home demonstration j
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
agent. Tlie others will be given byj
Room and bath from $3 — double from £5 — suites from SS
community leaders who have re-1
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
ceived their training at a :pe"*nl
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.
class conducted by the home dem
onstration agent. Special certifi

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
ANO

W ash ing ton, Feb. 4,—While all general manager of The Courier
must come under some control of Gazette, Rockland,
• • • •
prices, I feel that farmers are en
The
Maine
Congressional
delegatitled to special consideration for,
two reasons—1. That food is the tion took to the War Department
essential cf life and we must pro-• recently the question of Gov. Sewall
duce it new not only for ourselves of Maine about guarding railroad
but for the United Nations. 2. That bridges. I feel that this m a Federa.
farmers as a class do not have a fair responsibility. Railroad bridges are
chance tc make a gcod living in absolutely essential to defense proecmparlscn with other groups.
ductton as weU ** to mlUta,y trans’
....
jrort. Neither railroad companies
A If tter from Mrs. Howard Pease,'™' States nor localities are able to
Jr of Farmington says that the «m>W. the trained, dlsciplmed,
sweet corn fanners of Maine are «->«»»■ ifiarda which, these bridges

J
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